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Executive summary
The present deliverable, entitled “Summary Report on co-organized Events and Impact Assessment” consists of
five main sections. In the first section a general introduction is given in relation to the MediaMixer overall scope as
well as the structure of the co-organized events. MediaMixer participated to and also organized a series of events in
order to effectively promote the MediaMixer vision of setting-up a community for media fragment remixing and reuse. The event participation and organization is split in three main parts: a) MediaMixer connection with existing
communities and events (Section 2), b) Organization of information and demonstration events (Section 3) and c)
Organization of training events (Section 4). For all the reported events, an impact assessment is attempted using
information concerning the content of the event as well as attendance and other pertinent information, were
available.
The second section includes the connection with existing communities and events and a table reporting on the
events to which we participated, organized according to the nature of the participation and / or connection. More
specifically, direct contacts with relevant European research projects and other research projects and initiatives in
Europe are listed, as well as the participation to scientific conferences (excluding the workshops and the special
session that were organized by MediaMixer partners, and which will be discussed in the following section). This
section also includes the participation to industry-oriented and standards-oriented meetings, and finally the
participation of MediaMixer to international benchmarking activities.
Regarding the organization of information and demonstration events, the third section of this deliverable presents
MediaMixer partners’ organization efforts in conferences and workshops. We report on the organization of a
special session at the ACM ICMR, and of workshops at WWW 2013, and at IEEE ICME 2013. We also introduce
the organization of international benchmarking activities, specifically the organization of a social event detection
task as part of the MediaEval 2013 and of a MediaMixer/VideoLectures.net Grand Challenge in the ACM
Multimedia 2013.
With respect to training events organization, the document in the fourth section reports on the organization of the
invited talks at the following scientific or industrial events:


1st World Wide Web workshop on Linked Media (LiME2013) at WWW 2013 conference



10th Summer School on Ontology Engineering and the Semantic Web (SSSW 2013)



Metadata Developer Network Workshop (MDN 2013)



FOCAL Metadata Event at Annual Footage Training Week 2013



Media 3.0 2013



Innovations forum semantic media web



Semantic Technology and Business Conference NYC (SemTechBiz NY 2013)



Digital Asset Management Conference (DAM 2013)



1st International Workshop on Semantic Music and Media (SMAM2013) at ISWC 2013



NLP&DBpedia workshop at ISWC 2013

Subsequently, we present our progress in organizing the 1st winter school on Multimedia Processing and
Applications (WMPA) that has been decided to take place on January 6th -8th, 2014 and it will be co-located and
closely connected with the 20th anniversary edition of the International Conference on MultiMedia Modeling 2014
(MMM 2014). We also discuss our further planning for organization of invited talks by MediaMixer members to
industry events.
Finally, in the last section this document concludes by providing a summary of the events organization and
participation. Overall, MediaMixer participated in 31 conferences and workshops, industry-oriented events,
standards – oriented working groups and benchmarking activities, organized 5 information and demonstration and
11 training events (including the winter school, which has not taken place yet but its preparation has progressed
significantly), both in the scientific and in the industry communities.
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1

Introduction

The present deliverable is the summary report and the impact assessment of the events that MediaMixer
participated in, and organized. Connections with existing communities and events were established through
participation to relevant meetings and events; information and demonstration events were organized, including
workshops, special sessions, a yearly international benchmarking activity, and a winter school (whose organization
is in progress, and is scheduled to take place in January 2014). The objective of all these activities was i) to make
the relevant communities aware of the MediaMixer technologies; ii) to provide valuable information on these
technologies to the interested parties; and iii) to support the in-depth training of both academia and industry
members on MediaMixer technologies; thus, promoting to the maximum extent the uptake of the MediaMixer
technologies in real applications towards achieving economic impact.
The use of MediaMixer technologies in real applications and the widespread adoption by the industry require a
high level of promotion of these technologies and of their benefits to a number of industry and academic
communities. The present document “Deliverable 4.4.2: Summary Report on co-organized Events and Impact
Assessment”, describes the efforts that have been made to promote the MediaMixer project by participating in
various scientific, industry-oriented, standard oriented and international benchmarking activities and by organizing
of a set of MediaMixer information, demonstration and training events.
The deliverable consists of five main sections:


Introduction



MediaMixer connection with existing events



Organization of information and demonstration events



Organization of training events



Conclusion

The activities detailed in this deliverable are complementary to other activities undertaken in other work packages
of MediaMixer for increasing the community awareness with respect to media fragments technologies, such as the
set up of a community portal (WP1), the development of MediaMixer use cases and demonstrators (WP2), and
other community building and networking activities (WP3).

8
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2

MediaMixer connection with existing events

There are several existing communities, ranging from highly-reputed scientific conferences to other European
research projects that are active in one or more of the areas of interest to MediaMixer, e.g video decomposition to
fragments, or fragment annotation and representation. MediaMixer connected with such existing communities and
events, promoted our vision and technologies to them and raised the awareness of the community on MediaMixer.
The following section includes activities such as contacts with relevant European and other research projects as
well as initiatives in Europe. Consequently, our participation in scientific conferences which are focused on
multimedia analysis and data management issues, and our participation in relevant industry-oriented meetings,
standards-oriented working groups and international benchmarking activities are given including their impact
assessment.
MediaMixer made the relevant communities aware of the MediaMixer technologies; provided valuable information
on these technologies to the interested parties, and thus promoted the uptake of the MediaMixer technologies.
Figure 1 below shows the timeline of the scientific and industry-oriented events that MediaMixer participated in
with light grey color, whereas the white ones are the events that MediaMixer will be participating in the future. The
figure below does not include MediaMixer participated standard-oriented working groups and international
benchmarking activities. More details on these events are given in the following sections below.

Figure 1: Participated MediaMixer events and planned participation of scientific and industry-oriented
events

2.1

Contact with relevant research projects

There are many relevant research projects in Europe which develop various technologies supporting the creation
and annotation of media fragments. MediaMixer made direct contacts and also sent emails to familiarize them with
9
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the MediaMixer activities, invited them to co-organize workshops, as speakers on these events, and to become
sponsors or lecturers of the winter school. More specifically, the contact with relevant projects shared into the
following categories:


Emails for dissemination of MediaMixer events



Contacts for possible sponsorship or lecturing to the MediaMixer winter school



Joint organization of events or benchmarking activities



Joint participation to events or benchmarking activities



Dissemination of MediaMixer winter school via social media

Table 1 depicts the research projects that have been contacted via emails in the process of disseminating calls of
papers, call for grand-challenge solutions, and calls for benchmarking activities participation in relation to
MediaMixer organized events.
Table 1: Connection to research projects, organizations and others for the dissemination of the MediaMixer
events
EU Projects

National Project / Organizations / Other

AXES, Chorus+, DIGOIDUNA (SMART 2010/0054)
APARSEN, ForgetIT, GLOCAL, HBB-NEXT, IKS
Early Adopters Programme, LinkedTV, PERICLES,
SocialSensor, transLectures

EIT ICT Labs, OpenSEM, Presto4U, RDI, SEDICMA,
S-MAX, UK Copyright Hub, Presto Centre, Rai, BBC,
OpenCast community, OCWC, K4A, JSI, Unesco
OER, XInnovations, W3C

Table 2 below depicts the direct contacts with projects that have been made for possible sponsorship or lecturing
for the winter school organized event.
Table 2: Direct contact for sponsorship or lecturing to the MediaMixer winter school
EU and other projects
HBB-NEXT (Bettina Heidkamp-Tchegloff the project coordinator of the project)
AXES (Tinne Tuytelaars, project co-ordinator of the project)
LinkedTV (Lyndon Nixon, project co-ordinator of MediaMixer and scientific co-ordinator of LinkedTV)
ForgetIT (Claudia Niederée, project co-ordinator of the project)
TransLectures (Mitja Jermol, Jozef Stefan Institute partner of the project)
Presto4U (Walter Allasia, member of Presto4U partner EURIX)

MediaMixer also jointly co-organized the following events:


workshop entitled: Special Session on Social Events in Web Multimedia (see section 3.1.1) at the ICMR
2013 conference with LinkedTV project



workshop entitled: First Worldwide Web Workshop on Linked Media (LiME) (see section 3.1.2) at the
WWW 2013 conference with LinkedTV project



workshop entitled: Social Event Detection Task (SED) (see section 3.2.1) at the MediaEval 2013
benchmarking conference with Social Sensor, Chorus+ and LinkedTV projects



MediaMixer/VideoLectures.NET - Temporal Segmentation and Annotation Grand Challenge at the
ACM Multimedia 2013 (see section 3.2.2) with VideoLectures.NET
10
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conference entitled: Internet of Education 2013. (MediaMixer with transLectures, XLike and
VideoLectures.Net projects will be sponsoring the event) (http://www.k4all.org/Internet_of_Education/)



conference entitled: OCWC 2014. (MediaMixer with transLectures, XLike and VideoLectures.Net
projects will be co-organizing the event) ( http://conference.ocwconsortium.org/2014/)

MediaMixer jointly participated with other projects in the following events:


workshop: Advanced methods and tools for online based education at the OCWC 2013 conference (see
section 2.2)



SIN, MED and MER tasks at the NIST’s TRECVID 2013 international benchmarking activity (see section
2.5) with the LinkedTV and ForgetIT project

Consequently MediaMixer disseminated the winter school via social media such as LinkedIn, Twitter and
Facebook. Specifically, MediaMixer partners disseminated the winter school announcement from their personal
Facebook and Twitter accounts. Also announcements have been made in LinkedIn to 7 indicative groups, i.e.
“Digital Media: Video Content Distribution Experts” (9,951 members), “Digital Media, Restoration & Colorization
of old Movies/Video” (801 members), “Semantic Web Research” (2,800 members), “Video Junkies - online video
content producers, media personalities and digital marketers” (2,156 members), “The Media Research Group"
(1,531 members), “Digital Media Technologies” (4,297 members) and AUTH (2,854 members).
Overall, MediaMixer contacted more than 20 projects and more than 10 organizations or other institutions. For
example through the Chorus+ mailing lists more than 150 members were informed. Also through the Xinnovations
mailing list more than 500 members were informed about the event. Therefore, the dissemination for the event was
fully covered with approximately 32,500 recipients.

2.2

Participation to scientific conferences

In order to pass the technologies to the scientific community, MediaMixer participated to various scientific
conferences via talks and poster presentations as well as demonstrations of the MediaMixer technologies. Major
conferences were targeted, with a scientific audience interested in multimedia processing, multimedia storage,
retrieval, and authentication, data management technologies and applications, and in the Semantic Web. By
participating to these conferences many solutions for specific problems were presented to experts of different
domains. This enabled a two-way communication between other researchers, and the group of MediaMixer
partners. MediaMixer partners had the chance to discuss about possible solutions to problems that could not be
solved until now or that are part of ongoing research. In this way, knowledge from experts that are not involved in
the MediaMixer project was gathered and reused.
In the table below it is clear that the presence of MediaMixer in various scientific conferences was well-covered by
several partners. The first row represents the event where partners participated in; the second row refers to the
description of the event, the third row includes the MediaMixer role to the event, the fourth row gives the title of
the paper or presentation with the names of the participants to the event and/or authors of the paper and finally, the
fifth row refers to the impact assessment of the event.
Table 3: Participation to scientific conferences
1

ICMR 2013 (Dallas, Texas, USA 16th–19th, April 2013)

Description:
ACM ICMR is the premier scientific conference for multimedia retrieval worldwide. Its mission, put together the
long-lasting experience of former ACM CIVR and ACM MIR series, was to illuminate the state of the art in
multimedia (text, image, video and audio) retrieval by bringing together researchers and practitioners and other
potential users of multimedia retrieval systems.
The conference included sessions with high-quality research papers. ICMR provided:


a setting for the presentation and discussion of high-quality original research papers in all aspects of
11
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multimedia retrieval.


a forum for the exchange of ideas between researchers and practitioners in the field, ideally by
maintaining a separate “industry” track.



a range of complementary events such as panel sessions, exhibitions, workshops, and large-scale media
evaluations.

(http://impact.utc.edu/icmr2013/)
MediaMixer Role:
Conference attendance; participation to a panel; Special Session Organizers (for the Special Session, see section
3.1.1).
Title of paper and/or presentation, Authors/Attendees:
Panel Discussion: Recommendation Systems have taken Control: is Multimedia Retrieval still Relevant?
(Panelist: Benoit Huet, EURECOM)
Impact assessment:
Based on the Chinese Computing Federation Conference Ranking (2013): ACM ICMR is the 1st Multimedia
Retrieval conference in the world and the 4th conference in the category of multimedia and graphics. The
conference proceedings are published by ACM and ACM Digital Library. The papers and/or posters presented to
the conference were over 50 and the participants were approximately 150 to 200. Details about the number of the
attendees to the “Special Session on Social Events in Web Multimedia” that MediaMixer organized in ICMR
2013 are reported in section 3.1.1.
The conference was related mostly to the media fragment and media analysis communities.
2

OCWC Global 2013 (Bali Ayodya Resort, Bali, Indonesia, 8th–10th May 2013)

Description:
OCWC Global reunites annually, the OCW/OER community for three days of showcasing new projects, debating
issues of common concern, and exchanging useful practices in matters such as pedagogy, policy and technology.
Hosted by APTIKOM Indonesia. Partnering with the OCWC and APTIKOM for the realization of conference
goals is a local organizing team which includes the National ICT Council of Indonesia, Ministry of Education
and Culture, Ministry of Information and Communication, and the Indonesian Open University.
(http://conference.ocwconsortium.org/index.php/2013/2013)
MediaMixer Role:
Participation and support of the organization of the Workshop on
Advanced methods and tools for online based education.
The workshop (http://conference.ocwconsortium.org/index.php
/2013/2013/schedConf/program#box-two) at the OCWC Global
conference brought together students, researchers and other
professionals from diverse technological, social and educational
backgrounds to understand the ways in which new technologies are
shaping the future of education. Organized by FP7 projects such as
MediaMixer, transLectures and Xlike this one-day event was held
immediately prior to the main conference and was by all means
very successful (available slides of the presentation at
http://de.slideshare.net/MediaMixerCommunity/intelligenttoolsmitj
ajermol2013bali7-may2013-22424692). The speakers were Marko

12
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Grobelnik (JSI), Mitja Jermol (JSI) and Colin de la Higuera (Uni. Nantes). Since the workshop was directed
towards showing the participants an overview of the European state-of-the-art on new-media solutions, the
workshop presented: 1) short introduction to machine learning, machine translation language technologies, 2) an
introduction to advanced large scale data analytics (big data), 3) language-agnostic cross-lingual services, and 4)
technologies to monitor and aggregate knowledge that is currently spread across different domain collections, and
granular level media fragment re-purposing and re-mixing that may be pertinent to setting up an e-learning or
open education project. MediaMixer corresponds with the workshop scenario by providing a community that can
help these practitioners that are opening up to online educational videos, thereby expanding the consumer base of
any given video for sharing and re-purposing. One of the main facilitator being the exponential growth of Internet
access in Indonesia with 25% penetration and 80 million users - all high consumers of digital online content,
mostly via smart devices. This uptake is also present and visible in the audio-visual market. The videos,
presentations and follow up news to the workshop posted on the Knowledge 4 All Foundation Ltd. website
(http://www.k4all.org/?q=node/1093). Finally, for further consumption all attendees encouraged to join to the
MediaMixer community and invited to take part at the forthcoming MediaMixer Winter School. The lecture
room was completely full hosting 27 attendees from 1) APTIKOM, an association of colleges and universities in
Indonesia that offer educational programs in computing, information systems and technology - out of 2,750
higher education institutions in the country 2) the OpenCourseWare Consortium, 3) the Ministry of
Communication and Informatics of Indonesia, and 4) the Ministry of Education and Culture of Indonesia. The
conference program is available at http://conference.ocwconsortium.org/index.php/2013/2013/schedConf/
program#box-one
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Advanced methods and tools for Web - Based education (Mitja Jermol, JSI)
Impact assessment:
The conference had more than 100 participants.
The conference was related mostly to the e-learning community.
3

WWW 2013 (Windsor Barra hotel, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 13th – 17th May 2013)

Description:
The World Wide Web Conference is a yearly international conference on the
topic of the future direction of the World Wide Web. It began in 1994 at CERN
and is organized by the International World Wide Web Conferences Steering
Committee (IW3C2). The Conference aimed to provide the world a premier
forum for discussion and debate about the evolution of the Web, the
standardization of its associated technologies, and the impact of those
technologies on society and culture. The conference brought together
researchers, developers, users and commercial ventures and generally all those
who are passionate about the Web and what it has to offer.
(http://www2013.org/)
MediaMixer Role:
Organization of the workshop LiME (for the workshop, see section 3.1.2)
Invited speaker during the LiME workshop (for the invited talk, see section 4.1.1)
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Co-organized of the LiME workshop (Co-chairs: Vasileios Mezaris, CERTH , Raphaël Troncy, EURECOM)
The Importance of Linked Media to the Future Web (Lyndon Nixon, STI)
Impact assessment:
The WWW2013 Conference gathered 1.107 people from more than 46 countries. The majority of participants
were delegates. The press members were 39, slightly smaller than the staff, which were 47 in total. Also 19
13
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exhibitors participated in the event. In addition, other people attended remotely via live broadcast of parts of the
programme. During the five-day event, the transmission had over 800 views. More than 200 people from
different parts of the world remained connected to watch the lectures on the day of the LiME workshop (more
information about the statistics of the events can be found at http://www2013.org/2013/06/03/www2013conference-data-and-graphs/). The proceedings of the conference are publicly available at
http://www2013.wwwconference.org/papers/proceedings.htm. Details regarding the numbers of the attendees and
the number of papers in LiME workshop at WWW 2013 are reported in section 3.1.2.
The conference was related mostly to the media fragment and semantic web communities.
4

ESWC 2013 (“Le Corum”, congress center of Montpellier, Montpellier, France, 26th–30th May 2013)

Description:
The ESWC was a major venue for discussing the latest scientific results and technology innovations around
semantic technologies. Building on its past success, ESWC was seeking to broaden its focus to span other
relevant research areas in which Web semantics plays an important role. ESWC 2013 presented the latest results
in research, technologies and applications in its field. Besides the technical program organized over twelve
tracks, the conference featured a workshop and tutorial program, system descriptions and demos, a posters
exhibition, a doctoral symposium, as well as the ESWC summer school, which was held prior to the conference.
(http://2013.eswc-conferences.org/)
MediaMixer Role:
Demo paper presentation at the ESWC demo track.
EURECOM presented the demo paper entitled Tracking and
Analyzing The 2013 Italian Election (http://www.di.unito.it
/~rizzo/publication/Milicic_Redondo_Rizzo-ESWC2013
.pdf) under the demonstration session of the conference. This
demo is built on top of the MediaFinder tool and enables to
repeat the same query over a longer period of time in order to
monitor a particular event and its dynamics. The demo at
http://mediafinder.EURECOM.fr/story/elezioni2013 where
the Italian election has been used as a use case for
visualizing how social media content have been shared
during the 7 days following the election day.
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Tracking and Analyzing The 2013 Italian Election (Vuk Milicic, Jose Luis Redondo Garcia, Giuseppe Rizzo,
Raphaël Troncy, EURECOM)
Impact assessment:
The conference included 11 workshops, 7 tutorials that were attended by over 170 researchers. The proceedings
of ESWC 2013 are published by Springer in the Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) series.
The conference was related mostly to the semantic web and media fragment communities.
5

Opencast 2013 Osnabrück Conference (University of Applied Sciences, Osnabrück, Germany, 24th–26th
June 2013)

Description:
The Opencast Unconference was hold in cooperation with the DIVERSE conference in Osnabruck, whereas the
hosting university is a major user and contributor to the software suite. The Unconference was a place for
discussion of the latest and future developments around Opencast Matterhorn, an open source software
development project to develop video capture and management technologies. Presentations ranged from talks,
constructive discussions, (new) vendor showcases and lightning talks about software components of the
Matterhorn suite. The DIVERSE on the other hand dealt with pedagogical aspects of video and
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videoconferencing in education such as teaching, research, management, etc. At the conference the group of
Matterhorn software committers presented new features of the long awaited 1.4.0 release. Especially interesting
was the growing number of adopting institutions in the USA ivy league institutions such as Harvard University,
and the EU based University of Vigo, Campus do Mar and University of Manchester - all having installations of
the software suite on their campuses. Vendors show casting Matterhorn based solutions, such as the Paella
Engage Player 2.0 used in the research project transLectures and the Galicaster setup for in-house and out-house
filming purposes, were also presented.
(http://unconference.opencast.org/)
MediaMixer Role:
Attended at the conference.
JSI is member and contributor in the Opencast Community
which is highly engaged in developing Opencast Matterhorn,
one of the prime examples of large scale educational open
source software projects to provide video capture and
management technologies. The project has recently released
Matterhorn 1.4.0. whereas the work on this version of
Matterhorn (recordings of the presentations of the conference
are online at http://engage.opencast.org/engage/ui/) has spanned
over a year of development, and stands as a tremendous effort
that is the result of community contributions from far and wide.
As both conferences deal with video they include the convergence of the MediaMixer and Matterhorn
technologies, therefore we were scouting cooperation possibilities, technological synergies and business ideas as
it seems that Matterhorn is approaching an adoption benchmark within universities which would brilliantly fit
with the MediaMixer project results, community action and the VideoLectures.Net use case.
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Attended (Davor Orlič, JSI)
Impact assessment:
More than 100 people enjoyed keynotes, talks, and sessions on various issues relating to video in academia and
Opencast Matterhorn in particular. 73 attendees ranged from software developers and Matterhorn committers to
mid-level managers from universities adopters and agencies to industrial vendors.
The conference was related mostly to the e-learning community.
6

ITI 2013 (Cavtat, Dubrovnik, Croatia, 24th–27th June 2013)

Description:
The ITI Conference is a scientific, multidisciplinary conference with a different special topic being offered each
year. The mission of ITI Conference was to promote the communication and interaction among researchers
involved in the development and application of methods and techniques within the broad framework of
information and communication technology. Each year there is a special topic offered for the Conference. This
year's Information Technology Interfaces conference special topic/session was: “Research and Education using
Mobile and Social Networking: When, Where, and How”.
More information about the conference:
http://iti.srce.unizg.hr/index.php/ITI/index/pages/view/homepage
http://iti.srce.unizg.hr/docs/iti2013/ITI2013_Conference_Program.pdf
http://iti.srce.unizg.hr/docs/iti2013/ITI2013-Conference-at-a-Glance.pdf
(http://iti.srce.unizg.hr/index.php/ITI/index/pages/view/homepage)
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MediaMixer Role:
Presentation at the workshop VideoLectures - Next Generation
Education?
Head of VideoLectures.NET, Gaber Cerle attended the conference
ITI 2013 in Cavtat (Dubrovnik). On the second day of the event he
held a workshop. The workshop outline was: a) introduction of
VideoLectures.NET, mission and how JSI work, 2) Wider
Cooperation (K4A, UNESCO, OCWC, UNESCO Chair, PASCAL,
“Opening up Education”, Finch report, Open Access in FP7 etc.),
3) present technology (services & user experience), 4) future
services (translectures and MediaMixer projects) and 5) near future
plans - What will happen.
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
VideoLectures - Next Generation Education? (Gaber Cerle, JSI)
Impact assessment:
The conference had about 200 participants, and it has a long tradition (since 1974) of creating an inspiring,
productive and pleasurable atmosphere for interdisciplinary communication among researchers, scholars and
professionals from various sub-fields of ICT arena.
The conference was related mostly to the e-learning community.
7

SSSW 2013 (Cercedilla, near Madrid, Spain, 7th – 13th July 2013)

Description:
The 10th Summer School on Ontology Engineering and the Semantic Web is a well-established event within the
research community and a role model for several other initiatives. The event includes a set of tutors comprising
leading researchers in the community, prestigious invited speakers, networking and mentoring sessions with
research and industry leaders (including former students of the school).
(http://sssw.org/2013/)
MediaMixer Role:
Invited speaker at the SSSW (for the invited talk, see section 4.1.2).
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Semantics at the multimedia fragment level or how enabling the remixing of online media (Raphaël Troncy,
EURECOM)
Impact assessment:
To ensure a high ratio between tutors and students the school was limited to 50 participants.
The summer school was related mostly to the media fragment and media analysis communities.
8

ICME 2013 (The Fairmont San Jose, San Jose, California, USA, 15th – 19th July 2013)

Description:
ICME is the IEEE flagship multimedia conference sponsored by four IEEE societies since 2000. It serves as a
forum to promote the exchange of the latest advances in multimedia technologies, systems, and applications from
both the research and development perspectives of the circuits and systems, communications, computer, and
signal processing communities.
(http://www.icme2013.org/)
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MediaMixer Role:
Organizer of the 1st International Workshop on Media fragment
creation and reMIXing (MMIX’13) and paper presentation at the
MMIX’13 (for the workshop, see section 3.1.3).

Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Workshop Chairs (Benoit Huet, EURECOM , Vasileios Mezaris, CERTH, Lyndon Nixon, JSI)
Fast object Re-Detection and localization in video for spatio-temporal fragment creation (Evlampios Apostolidis,
Vasileios Mezaris, Ioannis Kompatsiaris, CERTH)
Impact assessment:
The IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo has more than 1000 submissions and 500
participants each year. Sixty research papers were selected from 224 research papers received from different
countries such as United Kingdom, Japan, Germany, Norway, Pakistan, Bangladesh, India, Iran, Kuwait and
SriLanka. 72 authors and co-authors participated and presented their papers at the conference. Accepted papers
are included in the IEEE Xplore Library. Details about the number of the attendees to the “1st International
Workshop on Media fragment creation and reMIXing (MMIX’13)” that MediaMixer organized in ICME 2013
are reported in session 3.1.3.
The conference was related mostly to the media fragments and media analysis communities.
9

DATA 2013 (Reykjavik University, Reykiavic, Iceland, 29th – 31th July 2013)

Description:
The 2nd International Conference on Data Management Technologies and Applications (DATA) brought
together researchers, engineers and practitioners interested in databases, data warehousing, data mining, data
management, data security and other aspects of information systems and technology involving advanced
applications of data. The Conference Areas included: Business Analytics, Data Management and Quality,
Ontologies and the Semantic Web, Databases and Data Security.
(http://www.dataconference.org/?y=2013)
MediaMixer Role:
Paper presentation at the DATA conference.
The DATA 2013 included 4 sessions. The paper “Semantic Copyright Management of Media Fragments”
presented at the conference, in front of 25 attendees, on July 30 th under the “Session 3: Databases and Data
Security & Ontologies and the Semantic Web & Data Management and Quality”. The paper, authored by Roberto
García González, David Castellà and Rosa Gil from Universitat de Lleida, described the proposal of the
European project MediaMixer for media reuse. Media fragments and the management of their rights, beyond
simple access control, were the centrepieces of this proposal. The paper focused on the latter, for which it is
necessary to provide highly expressive rights representations that can be connected to media fragments.
Ontologies provide enough expressive power and facilitate the implementation of copyright management
solutions that can scale in such a scenario. The proposed Copyright Ontology is based on Semantic Web
technologies, which facilitate implementations at the Web scale, can reuse existing recommendations for media
fragments identifiers and interoperate with existing standards. To illustrate these benefits, the papers presented a
use case where the ontology is used to enable copyright reasoning on top of DDEX data, the industry standard for
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information exchange along media value chains. DATA was an interesting venue from the point of view of DRM
systems, one of the conference topics. Therefore, an interesting place to discuss a semantic approach to DRM.
The proposal was well received and seen as an interesting approach to global DRM. In this sense, the value was
perceived in moving beyond “Digital Restrictions Management” to full Copyright management embedded in a
web of linked media and data. Moreover, as a venue devoted to data and the great interest in open data, there was
a great interest in applying semantic rights management to open data licenses (slides about the conference
presentation can be found at http://de.slideshare.net/rogargon/media-fragmentscopyrightmanagement, the paper
at http://rhizomik.net/html/~roberto/papers/MediaFragmentsCopyrightManagement.pdf and the conference
program at http://www.dataconference.org/Program/2013/Program_Monday.htm).
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Semantic Copyright Management of Media Fragments (Roberto García González, David Castellà, Rosa Gil,
UdL)
Impact Assessment:
DATA 2013 received 62 submissions, of which 11% were presented as full papers. Additionally, 21% were short
oral presentations and 23% presented as posters. The participants of the conference were about 100 and all papers
that were presented are available at the SCITEPRESS Digital Library.
The conference was related mostly to the semantic web and media rights communities.
10

11th euroCRIS Strategic Seminar “Metadata in Research Information Systems” (Brussels, Belgium,
9th – 10th September 2013)

Description:
There is a recent strong interest with many communities considering how best to manage their research
information (RI). For strategic management, but also for evaluation, knowledge and technology transfer, RI
management is an essential requirement. The aim of this euroCRIS Strategic Seminar was to convene key
stakeholders and discuss the needs and forthcoming challenges in this context.
(http://www.eurocris.org/Index.php?page=seminars&t=1)
MediaMixer Role:
Presentation at the euroCRIS Strategic Seminar.
The 11th euroCRIS Strategic Seminar included 9 sessions. On the second day of the seminar and on the 7th
session entitled: “The way forward” Gaber Cerle presented JSI, VideoLectures, MediaMixer project and some
further work of JSI. A detailed agenda about the seminar as well as the presentation can be found under:
http://www.eurocris.org/Uploads/Web%20pages/seminars/Seminar_2013/
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Knowledge and Technology Transfer (Gaber Cerle, JSI)
Impact Assessment:
EuroCRIS members consist of 116 institutional, 42 individuals, 23 affiliations, 338 delegates from
universities/academies, research councils, ESF, information centres/CRIS developers, research institutes,
companies, national/regional authorities, publisher, from 43 countries (more information about EuroCRIS
organization at:
http://www.google.gr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CEIQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F%2
Fwww.eurocris.org%2FUploads%2FWeb%2520pages%2Fstructure%2F1.%2520euroCRIS_organisation.ppt&ei
=ZLtWUqklrfrhBPrqgfgJ&usg=AFQjCNFUowkc6skg7OuKedzlbA02mm9_zA&bvm=bv.53760139,d.bGE).
In the EuroCRIS seminar 50 individuals participated and a detailed list of them can be found at
http://www.eurocris.org/Uploads/Web%20pages/seminars/Seminar_2013/List%20of%20participants%20Semina
r%202013.pdf.
This conference was related mostly to the e-learning communities.
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11

ICIP 2013 (Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre South Wharf , Melbourne, Australia, 15th – 18th
September 2013)

Description:
The International Conference on Image Processing (ICIP) is the premier forum for the presentation of
technological advances and research results in the fields of theoretical, experimental, and applied image and
video processing. ICIP 2013 brought together leading engineers and scientists in image and video processing
from around the world. Research frontiers in fields ranging from traditional image processing applications to
evolving multimedia and video technologies are regularly advanced by results first reported in ICIP technical
sessions. Topics included image/video coding and transmission, processing, image formation, scanning, display,
and printing, image/video storage, retrieval, and authentication and applications in biomedical sciences, mobile
imaging, geosciences and remote sensing, astronomy and space exploration, document image processing and
analysis.
(http://www.ieeeicip.org/default.asp)
MediaMixer Role:
Papers presentation at the conference.
MediaMixer participated in the sessions “Multimedia Analysis and Retrieval I” and “Multimedia Analysis and
Retrieval II” which took place on the second day of the conference. The sessions comprised of 14 papers.
CERTH presented the MediaMixer proposed method for video concept detection and the video event recounting
analysis that has been used for the media fragment creation in the core technology set.
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Enhancing Video concept detection with the use of tomographs (Panagiotis Sidiropoulos, Vasileios Mezaris,
Ioannis Kompatsiaris, CERTH/ITI)
Video event recounting using mixture subclass discriminant analysis (Nikolaos Gkalelis 1,2, Vasileios
Mezaris1,Ioannis Kompatsiaris1, Tania Stathaki2, 1: CERTH/ITI , 2: Electrical and Electronic Engineering Dept)
Impact Assessment:
The conference attracted over 1,000 international attendees and more than 500 professionals participants in the
field of image and video processing. The proceedings for ICIP (ICIP 2013 will be available at the IEEEXplore
Digital Library) were ranked in the top 100 out of the 12,000 individual IEEE conference proceedings available
on IEEEXplore in 2011.
The conference was related mostly to the media analysis community.
12

Innovations forum semantic media web (Humboldt-University of Berlin, Germany, 26th – 27th September
2013)

Description:
The two day event which took place on 26th and 27th of September concerning: “Semantic Technologies –
Exploitation and Convergence of Meta Data” is a combined industrial and scientific conference organized by the
German/Austrian W3C Office and Xinnovations e.V. It is one of the leading conferences on semantic and media
technologies. All aspects of semantic and multimedia technologies will be covered with a focus on German
research and industry outcomes. Conference languages are German and English (see the conference report in
English: http://www.semantic-media-web.de/innovationsforum/report_fachtagung_2013/). CONDAT, already
works with several German public broadcasters in developing innovative new solutions for their workflows and
data management.
(http://semantic-media-web.de/innovationsforum/)
MediaMixer Role:
Invited talk to the event (for the invited talk, see section 4.2.4)
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Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Wiederverwendung von Medienfragmenten für den Newsroom im EU-FP7 Projekt MediaMixer (Rolf Fricke,
CONDAT)
Impact Assessment:
More than 30 invited talks and/or paper presentations were given during the event covering semantic and
multimedia technologies and the event had approximately up to 180 attendees.
The event was related mostly to the semantic web, new media and broadcasters communities.
13

Microlearning 7.0 2013 (Krems/Göttweig, Lower Austria, 26th – 27th September 2013)

Description:
The 7th International conference on micro learning is the only research oriented meeting which focuses on
microcontent and learning as a singular area of technology enhanced learning. It features talks, multi-session
workshops and world-cafes on current research and findings regarding the use of technologies for designing
effective learning environments. The conference was organized in partnership with Intel and hosted by the
Danube University which is also planning to offer an international Masters Programme in Mobile and Work
Integrated MicroLearning / MicroKnowledge Design.
(http://www.microlearning.org/microlearning-70-conference-2013)
MediaMixer Role:
Presentation at the conference.
MediaMixer participated in the session “Mobile learning outcomes
strategies and measurements 1: State of the art in research” on the
first day of the conference (see the program of the conference at
http://microlearning.org/sites/microlearning.org/files/mlconference
_program_webversion_v2_130918.pdf). Davor Orlič presented a
bit more of a contextualised VideoLectures Mashup, a new concept
named Micro OER with a presentation entitled: “Micro Open
Educational Resources (Micro OERs) - a case study in enabling
creation, usage and remixing of video generated educational media
fragments” (the slides of the presentation are available at
http://microlearning.org/sites/microlearning.org/files/micro_open_educational_resources_davor_orlic.pdf). The
concept followed this line; Open Educational Resources (OER) support access to knowledge and are the core
elements of open education today. Because of the enormous quantity of such materials and the potential they
offer, a need for new approaches in social media, multimedia, open access and open courseware have driven
several indirectly related research domains to synchronise in an emerging area of ICT based technical
applications for the reshaping, reusing, remixing of video based OER materials on a granular level. In this work
we demonstrated a conceptual novelty termed as Micro Open Educational Resources (Micro OERs) which
enables the generation, delivery and creation of video generated educational media fragments based for end-users
based on the MediaMixer technologies and community action.
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Micro Open Educational Resources (OERs) – a case study in enabling creation, usage and remixing of video
generated educational media fragments (Davor Orlič, JSI)
Impact Assessment:
The conference had more than 100 participants and speakers from Europe, North America, Australia, Japan and
Africa. It is an interactive meeting with personal meetings and sustainable exchange, blending the different
perspectives of technologists and academics, visionaries and entrepreneurs, practitioners and corporate
professionals.
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The conference was related mostly to the e-learning community.
14

EDUSummIT 2013 (Washington D.C, USA, 1st – 2nd October 2013)

Description:
EDUsummIT is a global community of researchers, policy-makers and educators committed to supporting the
effective integration of Information Technology (IT) in education by promoting active dissemination and use of
research. Under the theme “Research-informed strategies to address educational challenges in a digitally
networked world” the main goal of EDUsummIT 2013 was to define joint strategies at national, regional and
international levels to address successfully the challenges educational systems face in a digital and networked
world. Since 2009, the EDUsummIT community has established a growing network of stakeholders that connects
research, policy and practice, and has led to numerous journal articles, position papers, conference presentations
and white-papers aimed at assisting transformative change in education powered by technology.
(http://www.edusummit.nl/)
MediaMixer Role:
Participation in two thematic working groups.
MediaMixer partner JSI participated in the international summit on ICT in Education “EDUsummit” in
Washington DC, Oct 1-2 2013. JSI was active in two thematic working groups, “Observatories for researching
the impact of IT in Education” and “Towards new systems for schooling in the digital age”. Mitja Jermol has
outlined the “advanced methods and tools for Web-based Education” including MediaMixer innovations
previously in a Slideshare presentation (see http://community.mediamixer.eu/materials/presentations) and he
promoted semantic multimedia technology for e-learning.
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Advanced methods and tools for Web-based Education (Mitja Jermol, JSI)
Impact Assessment:
This summit gathered more than 120 participants from across the world with the goal of establishing a clear view
of the role of information technology.
The event was related mostly to the e-learning community.
15

ACM Multimedia (Barcelona, Catalunya, Spain, 21st – 25th October 2013)

Description:
ACM Multimedia 2013 is the premier multimedia conference and worldwide event bringing together multimedia
experts and practitioners across academia and industry. ACM Multimedia, is the key event to present scientific
achievements and innovative industrial products, and has a special industry-oriented Grand Challenge Program.
The Multimedia Grand Challenge program in ACM Multimedia presents a set of problems and issues from
industry leaders, geared to engage the Multimedia research community in solving relevant, interesting and
challenging questions about the industry’s 3-5 year vision for multimedia.
(http://acmmm13.org/)
MediaMixer Role:
Organization as part of the ACM Multimedia 2013 Grand Challenge program the MediaMixer/
VideoLectures.NET - Temporal Segmentation and Annotation Grand Challenge (for the grand challenge
program, see section 3.2.2)
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Organization of the MediaMixer/VideoLectures.NET - Temporal Segmentation and Annotation Grand Challenge
(CERTH, JSI, EURECOM/ CERTH, JSI, EURECOM, UDL, STI)
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Impact Assessment:
ACM Multimedia had 14 workshops with more than 100 paper and poster presentations, 8 tutorials and the grand
challenge program with 15 papers. More than 600 participants attended the conference.
The event was related mostly to the media fragment and media analysis communities.
16

ISWC 2013 (Sydney, Australia, 21st – 25th October 2013)

Description:
The 12th International Semantic Web Conference and the 1st Australasian Semantic Web Conference is the
premier international forum for the Semantic Web / Linked Data Community. ISWC is the best place to meetup,
discover, and discuss visions of what the near future holds for semantically enhanced dimension of the World
Wide Web. It included visionary keynotes given by industry luminaries such as: 1) R. Guha (Google &
Schema.org) -- semantically enhanced search and the wildly successful schema.org initiative, 2) Peter Fox
(Director Information Technology and Web Science, 3) Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute) -- semantics and escience and 4) Jane Hunter (Head of the eResearch Lab University of Queensland) -- semantics and Big Data.
(http://iswc2013.semanticweb.org/)
MediaMixer Role:
Keynote talk at the SNAM workshop (for the keynote talk, see section 4.1.3)
Keynote talk at the NLP&DBpedia workshop (for the keynote talk, see section 4.1.4)
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Deep-linking into Media Assets at the Fragment Level: Specification, Model and Applications (Raphaël Troncy,
EURECOM )
NERD: an open source platform for extracting and disambiguating named entities in very diverse documents
(Raphaël Troncy, EURECOM )
Impact Assessment:
More than 400 participants attended the conference. Details about the number of the attendees to the “1st
International Workshop on Semantic Music and Media (SMAM2013)” and to the “NLP&DBpedia workshop”
that MediaMixer participated in ISWC 2013 are reported in sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 respectively.
The event was related mostly to the semantic web community.

In addition to the above reported events MediaMixer has already planned to participate to additional future
scientific events. These events are outlined in the timeline of the events that was given in Figure 1 at the beginning
of Section 2.

2.3

Participation to industry-oriented meetings

Industry oriented meetings represent another important target for spreading out information on MediaMixer
technologies. Table 4 depicts the presence of MediaMixer participation to a broad range of specialized industry
oriented meetings, to inform the industry about the project and to promote the relevant community awareness. The
participation will contribute towards the goal of supporting the industrial uptake of the media fragment reuse
technologies.
In the table below the first row is the event where partners participated in; the second row refers to the description
of the event, the third row includes the MediaMixer role to the event, the fourth row gives the title of the paper or
presentation with the names of the participants to the event and/or authors of the paper and finally, the fifth row
refers to the impact assessment for the event.
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Table 4: Participation to industry-oriented meetings
1

Screening the Future (Tate Modern, London, UK 7th – 8th May 2013)

Description:
Screening the Future is an annual showcase delivered by PrestoCentre and focusing on the latest technological
trends in audiovisual preservation. The conference brought together leaders in the fields of technology and
research, and those with strategic responsibility for digitization and digital preservation in the creative and
cultural industries including broadcast, post-production, motion picture, sound and music recording, visual and
performing arts. The conference aims to navigate participants through current case studies and latest thinking on
standards and planning for the digital preservation of AV assets.
(http://stf2013.eventbrite.nl/)
MediaMixer Role:
MediaMixer's delegate to the event was Martin Dow of ACUITY Unlimited. Introductions to the event included
Jan Muller from PrestoCentre highlighting the similarity of challenges faced by HE institutions and broadcasters
alike, and the need for strategy to go beyond technology alone.
Michael Moon, credited for inventing the term Digital Asset Management, discussed reframing the economics of
preservation away from offsetting costs with over inflated exploitation projections and towards imaginative
models that try and grasp what will be of essence to identify for preservation now from the standpoint of users in
the future, given trends in pervasive computing, the web and storage capacity and computational power. Of
strong relevance to MediaMixer is that metadata is what archivists should be managing and associating with
content, the primary job shifting away from content itself.
The “Developing Solutions, Building Value” focus session provided insights from Simon Factor based on a
maturity model to evaluate research outputs with respect to investment and marketable product. There were
important messages for the MediaMixer community in terms of practitioners making decisions at the right time,
having a clear understanding of pain points, ensuring developments are made using an iterative, adaptable
methodology that ensures market assumptions are tested quickly, and using a lean investment model.
Central to MediaMixer were the varying views on linked data expressed, prompted by a question from Rai1 - it
was thought that the potential of linked data on the web had not yet been well-demonstrated, but also essential for
opening up future potential for audiovisual content, application to mark up content was a current barrier, not
being able to find content means the value of archives is difficult to demonstrate, and the difficulty of raising
funds to advocate for linked data. There was a comment to the effect of that the subject warranted a whole new
conference.
In conclusion, the conference served to situate MediaMixer within a wider broadcast archive and production
context, at a time when the industry is undergoing major changes as it becomes a digital industry. The web is an
integral part of this digital landscape, enabling fine-grained relationships with the audience to be built. So
MediaMixer's focus on the interplay between web semantics and the media industry through its standards and
media processing tools began to take on better shape within this context. Despite their diversity, most if not all
discussions at Screening the Future do relate to the web; in a world where the techniques promoted by
MediaMixer were already mature and pervasive, media lifecycles from discovery to delivery curated within
trusted digital repositories would be in some cases quite different.
The sessions overall served to validate the timing and entry of MediaMixer as a support action for the industry,
having representative expertise across those areas lying at the interface between the media industry and the web.
The conference provided MediaMixer representative Martin Dow of ACUITY Unlimited many opportunities to
introduce and discuss the project directly with representatives from other important initiatives and organizations,
such as Presto Centre and AXES, Rai and the BBC.

1

(Radiotelevisione Italiana S.p.A.)
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Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Attendance to the conference (Martin Dow, ACUITY)
Impact Assessment:
The conference helped define a variety of industry directions, the evolving market dynamics, and the parties
involved, providing important knowledge for helping the project navigate through the many possible options in
such a diverse landscape. This is important, as transitioning technical expertise from research activities to
implementation within industry is a non-trivial process, and an ecosystem of organizational collaborations is
emerging as well as one of technology standards and implementations.
The conference was related mostly to the media archives community.
2

FIAT/IFTA - Media Management Commission (MMC) Seminar Changing sceneries, Changing roles
part VI (Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision Hilversum (Beeld en Geluid (Sound and Vision),
Netherlands, 16th – 17th May 2013)

Description:
The Media Management Commission of FIAT-IFTA held another of its Seminar Series, “Changing Sceneries,
Changing Roles” part VI, entitled “METADATA as the Cornerstone of Digital Archiving”. The seminar was
dedicated to “metadata” and it’s new significance to access, collection management and preservation of AVcollections. Four esteemed keynote speakers explored these areas in visionary ways, while a series of archivepractitioners from prestigious broadcasters and institutions presented employment of metadata in new digital
ways. Every session was evaluated by way of discussions between a variety of AV-experts, focusing on the
professional impact of the presented views and developments.
(http://www.beeldengeluid.nl/MMCSeminar2013)
MediaMixer Role:
Attendance to the seminar.
The conference programme (http://files.beeldengeluid.nl/pdf/MMC2013SeminarProgramme.pdf) comprised of
presentations and panel discussions, all of which had to some large extent relevance to MediaMixer.
The two days of the seminar divided into four sessions that each one consist of a keynote address, two to three
case studies/concrete projects and panel discussions. The four types of metadata developments that were
addressed in the four sessions were:


Automatically generated metadata that illustrated state of the art research in the field transitioning to
real-world uses within a broadcaster's setting, with strong parallels between the activities presented and
those of peer partners on MediaMixer CERTH and EURECOM.



Linked (meta) data, that spoke to MediaMixer's proposition over linking media-related metadata to the
web using web standards. For example one keynote gave an overview of linked data for the audience and
explained its potential benefit and impact to broadcast archives.



Preservation metadata theme's keynote that introduced the PREMIS schema and Metadata Dictionary,
and also highlighted its associated ontology. This theme spoke to MediaMixer's proposition that robust
metadata standards must embrace not only web-centric uses but address those established and designed
for archival management over the long term. Both case studies were centred on compliance with the
OAIS model for open preservation practice.



User-generated metadata that spoke to potential application of MediaMixer's approach in terms of its
connectivity with the web. Among others, a speaker showed the BBC's current prototype work with
crowdsourcing metadata acquisition and quality improvements for the World Service radio archive. The
speaker also presented RTE's work on audience engagement to participate in building descriptive
metadata for an image archive using the social network Twitter as well as the archive's own web
presence.

Networking at the event was encouraged, giving an opportunity for MediaMixer's delegate Martin Dow of
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ACUITY Unlimited to discuss the initiative with the wide range of delegates connected with the broadcast
archives industry. The Information Exchange was a space dedicated for this purpose, allowing meetings with
related initiatives such as the Presto Centre, and for technical discussions alongside demonstrations from vendors
such as Limecraft (http://www.limecraft.com/), who have embedded both semantic linked data and media
analysis as promoted by MediaMixer to drive their flagship production workflow SaaS product.
Overall, the event served to affirm the timing and industry direction taken by MediaMixer, as there are a great
number of initiatives that use approaches advocated by MediaMixer underway amongst national broadcasters and
memory institutions in particular. The messages emerging from the conference is that collaborative engagement
models are the key, and efforts need to be ongoing to implement models that identify and connect the demand
side from the wider web network with the investment required to both contribute and consume rich semantic and
linked metadata as part of the day-to-day business of maintaining the trusted archive.
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Attendance to the conference (Martin Dow, ACUITY)
Impact Assessment:
The seminar was a seedbed to start potential new collaborative connections with the industry communities such
as national broadcasters and memory institutions.
The seminar was related mostly to the media archives community.
3

Metadata Developer Network Workshop () (EBU, Geneva, Switzerland, 5th – 6th June 2013)

Description:
The third annual MDN metadata hands-on workshop held at EBU headquarters in Geneva on 5th and 6th of June
2013. It covered topics like Semantic technologies and Media Contract Ontology and ranging from MPEG-7
AVDP to CCDM. MDN stands for Metadata Developer Network, which is part of the EBU's strategic
programme on Media Information Management.
(http://tech.ebu.ch/MDN2013)
MediaMixer Role:
Invited talk to the workshop.(see section 4.2.1)
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
MediaMixer: facilitating media fragments mixing and its rights management using semantic technologies
(Roberto García González, UdL)
Impact Assessment:
The MDN workshop, which gathered approximately 100 participants, was a chance to be updated on the use of
metadata in the broadcast industry and to learn by joining the discussions. Details about the number of the
attendees to the invited talk are reported in section 4.2.1.
This workshop was related mostly to the broadcasters, semantic web and media rights communities.
4

Sheffield Doc/Fest Crossover Summit (UK, 12th – 16th June 2013)

Description:
Doc/Fest is a Film Festival, Industry Session programme and Market place, offering pitching opportunities,
controversial discussion panels and in-depth filmmaker masterclasses, as well as a wealth of inspirational
documentary films from across the globe and world-famous parties. Sheffield Doc/Fest is a world-reknowned
factual media production event.
(http://sheffdocfest.com/)
MediaMixer Role:
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Attendance to the Festival.
The Sheffield Doc/Fest Crossover Interactive Summit focuses on Transformers, people who want to change the
world and have moved from one platform to another to do so: filmmakers creating applications, document
producers moving to social platforms, application designers making hardware and video game developers making
physical objects. ACUITY can explain web standards-oriented media technologies to enable diverse possibilities
for media access and reuse across multi-platform production contexts. Martin Dow ACUITY Unlimited attended
the Sheffield Doc/Fest.
The objectives relevant to MediaMixer were two-fold; firstly, to capture a “snapshot” of the convergent and
rapidly-evolving cross-platform digital media industry, in order to better understand MediaMixer's industry
positioning and potential touch-points, and secondly, to interface directly with media production industry
representatives, discuss their objectives and MediaMixer's offering.
Of particular relevance to MediaMixer were those productions and organizations that serve to combine
professional production values with modern web-based media distribution. Arguments for projects and
organizations to invest in MediaMedia's potential might arguably be strongest within this space. Examples
include, YouTube's entry towards commissioning content, attracting media industry professionals who are able to
experiment with the direct, more symmetric community relationships online engagement brings in contrast to
broadcast media, and the presence of emergent “transmedia” practices, where productions funding through
traditional commissioning are now increasingly expected to have an effective and cohesive cross-platform
strategy articulating mobile/social, web browser and broadcast experiences.
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Attendance to the festival (Martin Dow, ACUITY)
Impact Assessment:
The event drew a total of over 2600 industry delegates. In recent years Sheffield Doc/Fest has significantly
expanded its marketplace activity, as well as its cross platform, interactive and digital programme.
The festival is related mostly to the media producers and media archives communities.
5

IBC London Technology Booster (Dexter House, Royal Mint Court, London, UK, 25th – 26th June 2013)

Description:
Intimately related to the IBC Exhibition, the conference attracts high-powered keynotes and serves stimulating
discussion in an open environment which encourages someone to think, learn, exchange views and network.
Steered by a pan-industry committee of experts and scrutinised for relevance and authority, the IBC Conference
is world-renowned for calibrating the state of electronic media and entertainment and guiding its future.
(http://www.ibc.org/page.cfm/link=606/)
MediaMixer Role:
Attendance to the conference. MediaMixer was a sponsor to the event.
One of the challenges faced by the MediaMixer consortium is that there is no pre-existing industry “buzzword”
or well-defined market segment for “semantic multimedia”, or combining “the web” (the application of fragment
URIs and linked data in particular) across the broadcast and media value chain. MediaMixer’s community
represents part of the solution, by providing a focal point where these techniques may be brought together, and
drawing together common threads from more established segments.
The “Booster” was the first event of its type for IBC, promoting interactive formats designed to address the need
for delegates from all areas of the media value chain associated with broadcast, to better share insights and
information regarding their innovations and future predictions. MediaMixer is predicated on the assumption that
semantic multimedia and specific W3C web standards being important in the future, so it was beneficial to the
project and industry attendees that MediaMixer was visible at the event. Most presentations required audience
participation. The two themes, “Cloud” and “Connecting Content”, are both umbrella themes that broadly
encompass the touch points the industry has with MediaMixer’s topics.
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MediaMixer was pleased to have been Silver Sponsor at this event and colleague Martin Dow had the pleasure to
engage with attendees on the MediaMixer offer and benefits of community membership. (see the program of the
conference at http://www.ibc.org/page.cfm/link=606)
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Attendance to the exhibition (Martin Dow, ACUITY)
Impact Assessment:
The conference was related mostly to the broadcasters, media producers and media archives communities.
6

FOCAL Metadata Event at Annual Footage Training Week 2013 (Royal Astronomical Society,
Burlington House, Piccadilly, London W1J 0BQ, London, UK, 8th – 12th July 2013)

Description:
The Annual Footage Training Week 2013 focused to footage industry - image archivists, footage researchers,
production managers, producers, directors with any media background. The training week aims to expand the
knowledge and appreciation of footage archives, systems and uses.
(http://www.focalint.org/footage-skills-and-services/training/event/207/annual-footage-training-week-2013)
(http://www.focalint.org/archive/event/210/metadata-and-why-it-is-important-conference)
(http://www.focalint.org/archive/event/211/copyright-and-underlying-3rd-party-rights-conference)
MediaMixer Role:
Invited talk to “Metadata and Why it is Important Conference” (see section 4.2.2)
Attendance to FOCAL COPYRIGHT AND UNDERLYING 3RD PARTY RIGHTS CONFERENCE
Martin Dow, ACUITY Unlimited, attended the FOCAL International “Copyright and Underlying 3rd Party
Rights Conference”, on 11th of July in London, and represented MediaMixer during the FOCAL networking
event about HMS Belfast the same evening.
The area of copyright is important to understand for MediaMixer, in the light of convergence and mass-scale
connectivity, since the barriers are less of a technical nature, but social, organizational, and therefore when it
comes to technology, concerning the organization and flow of knowledge. The flow of content along a value
chain concerns the permissions to act on or consume content in a certain way, according to the rights acquired.
International copyright law was extensively covered by Hubert Best, FOCAL International Secretary and Legal
Advisor. Hubert gave some objective illustrations of the pitfalls of not becoming fully aware of the central role
copyright plays in programme-making, and the reputable organizations acting in the industry. Hubert covered
current UK and international government consultations, when legal representation sets standard practices, and
also touched upon dedicated licensing practices for audio sampling for remixes. Licensing for remixing is an area
that may become relevant for MediaMixer community members in due course.
The evening event was well-attended, and gave an opportunity to further discuss MediaMixer with both industry
and grant-funded project representatives attending sessions from the previous days.
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
MediaMixer on web semantics (Martin Dow, ACUITY)
Attendance to FOCAL COPYRIGHT AND UNDERLYING 3RD PARTY RIGHTS CONFERENCE
Impact Assessment:
The conference attracted FOCAL professionals: archive owners, managers, technical staff and archive
researchers/archive producers.
The conference was related mostly to the broadcasters, media producers and media archives communities.
7

Media 3.0 2013 (Hotel Abion Spreebogen, Berlin, Germany, 5th September 2013)
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Description:
Media 3.0 event, which is a semi-public meet-up of stakeholders in the TV and Media Sector, held prior to the
IFA 2013 (International Consumer Electronics Show). In the course of progressive linkage and parallel use of
internet, TV, print and radio content providers challenged to gather their content centrally and to flexibly
combine it and enhance it with interactive features. Metadata is the key to a successful cross-media strategy, and
therefore the focus of the conference Media 3.0 - Convergence@Work (see the program of the conference here:
http://www.condat.de/programm2013). The conference informed the audience which standards are about to be
established and how editors can work with innovative tools already now. Under key words such as second screen
and semantic search, speakers explored new multimodal use concepts that are becoming increasingly important.
(http://www.condat.de/media3.0/)
MediaMixer Role:
Invited talk to the event (see section 4.2.3)
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
“OpenMedia SmartSearch – Semantik von Media Fragments in modernen Newsroom-Systemen” (Sacha
Weinberg, CONDAT)
Impact Assessment:
6 invited talks were given during the event covering semantic and multimedia technologies and the event had
approximately up to 60 attendees.
The event was related mostly to public and private broadcasters communities.
8

IBC 2013 Conference and Exhibition (RAI, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 12th – 17th September 2013)

Description:
IBC stands at the forefront of technological innovation drawing more than 50,000 creative, technical and business
professionals from over 160 countries into market-influencing debate. The IBC is the premier annual event for
professionals engaged in the content creation, management and delivery of electronic media, entertainment and
news content worldwide. IBC2013 offers rich opportunities for definitive research, stimulating education and
business development and is the perfect forum to network and exchange ideas.
(http://www.ibc.org/page.cfm/NewSection=Yes/GoSection=0)
MediaMixer Role:
Attendance to the conference and exhibition.
CONDAT participated with Annova at the IBC exhibition and presented the Newsroom and SmartSearch
solution including the Media Fragment retrieval.
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Attendance to the conference (Martin Dow, ACUITY, and Christof Peltason, CONDAT)
Impact Assessment:
The IBC conference had more than 52,000 attendees (conference delegates, exhibition visitors, exhibitors and
press). The diversity of the IBC conference can be seen in the fact that there were more than 400 speakers. The
conference attracted more than 140 CEOs and senior executives of the largest media businesses. More than 1,400
exhibiting companies welcomed the visitors.
(more information at http://www.ibc.org/page.cfm/Action=library/libID=2/entryID=214)
The event was related mostly to the broadcasters, media producers and media archives communities.
9

Semantic Technology and Business Conference NYC 2013 (New Yorker Hotel, New York, USA, 2nd –
3rd October 2013)
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Description:
The Semantic Technology and Business Conference (SemTechBiz) series are the main industrial events in the
context of semantic technologies. There are editions in San Francisco, New York, London or Berlin. The New
York edition specially targets the media industry, trying to promote and showcase the use of semantic
technologies in this industry.
(http://semtechbiznyc2013.semanticweb.com/)
MediaMixer Role:
Invited Speaker to the conference (see section 4.2.5 )
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Linked Data: the Entry Point for Worldwide Media Fragments Re-use and Copyright Management? (Mr Roberto
García González, UdL)
Impact Assessment:
27 invited talks and/or paper presentations were given during the event and had approximately up to 50 attendees.
The conference was related mostly to the semantic web and media rights communities.
10

Joint IASA-BAAC 2013 conference (Vilnius, Lithuania, 6th – 10th October 2013)

Description:
The 44th International Association of Sound and Audiovisual Archives Annual Conference, held jointly with the
Baltic Audiovisual Archival Council 10th Annual Conference. Both are sound and audiovisual archiving
conferences which focused particularly in New Ideas and in New Technologies, particularly relevant in today's
exciting new environment of information exchange, where users are expecting open technologies to provide open
content.
(http://2013.iasa-web.org/)
MediaMixer Role:
Attendance to the conference.
Participants were able to share ideas, explore the future of sound and audiovisual archives, and gain practical
knowledge and valuable insights. The program of the conference can be found at http://2013.iasaweb.org/sites/default/files/IASA-BAAC_Schedule.pdf) and details about each of the presentations can be found
at http://2013.iasa-web.org/sites/default/files/Abstracts2013.pdf
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
Attended (Martin Dow, ACUITY)
Impact Assessment:
The programme of this conference had 50 papers and/or presentations, 2 workshops and 6 tutorials from diverse
viewpoints, and created interesting discussions for archives around the world. The conference was attended by
approximately 80 delegates.
The conference was related mostly to the media producers and media archives communities.
11

DAM 2013 (New York, 7th – 8th October 2013)

Description:
Digital Asset Management Conference organized by Createasphere is the premier event in digital and digital
asset management systems.
(http://createasphere.com/event/t5/digital-asset-management-conference-new-york)
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MediaMixer Role:
Invited speaker to the conference (see section 4.2.6).
Sponsored the DAM conference.
MediaMixer Sponsored the Digital Asset Management conference in NYC (see sponsorship here:
http://createasphere.com/event/sponsors/digital-asset-management-conference-new-york).
Title of paper and/or presentation, (Authors/Attendees):
MediaMixer Project Presentation (Roberto García González, UdL)
Impact Assessment:
25 invited talks and/or paper presentations were given during the event and had approximately up to 75 attendees.
The conference was related mostly to the media rights community.

In addition to the above reported events MediaMixer has already planned to participate to additional future industry
events. These events are outlined to the timeline of the events that was given in Figure 1 at the beginning of the
Section 2.

2.4

Participation to standards-oriented working groups list

MediaMixer participated with an active role to working groups of formal and ad-hoc standards, particularly to
those which the partners also co-create and support. Such working groups include the Media Annotations WG, the
Media Fragments WG, and the W3C Days German/ Austrian Office 2013 where MediaMixer participated.
The table below outlines the participation to standards-oriented working groups. The first row is the standardization
event where partners participated in; the second row refers to the description of the working group, the third row
lists the MediaMixer role to the working group and the involved partner, and the last row refers to the impact
assessment of the working group.
Table 5: Participation to standards-oriented working groups
1

Media Annotations WG (All year)

Description:
The mission of the Media Annotations Working Group, part of the Video in the Web Activity, is to provide an
ontology and API designed to facilitate cross-community data integration of information related to media objects
in the Web, such as video, audio and images. The Group has produced the Ontology for Media Resources 1.0, a
W3C recommendation (second link), and the API for Media Resources 1.0 (third link).
(http://www.w3.org/2008/WebVideo/Annotations/)
(http://www.w3.org/TR/mediaont-10/)
(http://www.w3.org/TR/mediaont-api-1.0/)
MediaMixer Role (involved partner):
During the reporting period, the W3C Media Annotations working group finally published the specification “API
for Media Resources 1.0” as a Proposed Recommendation, more info about the specification you can see at
http://www.w3.org/TR/2013/PR-mediaont-api-1.0-20131015/
Involved partner: EURECOM
Impact Assessment:
The number of active participants is around 15 and the number of people who registered to the public mailing
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lists is around 132 as of today.
This group is related mostly to the media fragment community.
2

Media Fragments WG (All year)

Description:
The mission of the Media Fragments Working Group, part of the Video in the Web Activity, is to address
temporal and spatial media fragments in the Web using Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI). The Group has
produced the Media Fragments URI 1.0, a W3C recommendation (second link).
(http://www.w3.org/2008/WebVideo/Fragments/ )
(http://www.w3.org/TR/media-frags/)
MediaMixer Role:
During the reporting period, the W3C Media Fragments has continued to monitor and support various
implementations of the specifications. A list of current implementations is available at
http://www.w3.org/2008/WebVideo/Fragments/wiki/Showcase. A portal showcasing applications and toolkits
implementing the Media Fragments URI specification is also under development at
http://www.mediafragments.org/. No errata requests have been made for the specification.
Involved partner: EURECOM
Impact Assessment:
The number of active participants is around 10 and the number of people who registered to the public mailing
lists is around 85 as of today.
This group is related mostly to the media fragment community.
3

W3C Days German/ Austrian Office 2013 (Humboldt-University of Berlin, Germany, 26th – 27th
September 2013)

Description:
The W3C German-Austrian office provides the W3C Days in the context of HTML5. This working group
focuses in the latest developments in HTML5, related technologies and all about the current thinking behind
HTML. The German/Austrian W3C Office and Xinnovations e.V. organized a combined industrial and scientific
conference (see section 2.2 event 12: Innovations forum semantic web)
(http://xinnovations.de/w3c-events.html)
MediaMixer Role:
Invited talk to the conference (see section 4.2.4)
Involved partner: CONDAT
Impact Assessment:
More than 30 presentations were given during the event covering semantic and multimedia technologies and the
event had approximately up to 180 attendees.
This working group is related mostly to the semantic web and broadcasters communities.

2.5

Participation to international benchmarking activities list

MediaMixer participated in international benchmarking activities such as TRECVID and MediaEval. Particularly
in TRECVID, which centers on video analysis, annotation and retrieval, MediaMixer participates (in collaboration
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with EU research project LinkedTV and ForgetIT) in the semantic indexing task (SIN), the multimedia event
detection task (MED), and the multimedia event recounting task (MER). The aim of the participation in TRECVID
and in MediaEval was to address the problems and come up with solutions in the research areas of information
retrieval, multimedia content analysis, social media analysis, event detection and event-based multimedia indexing,
as well as to communicate with other participants of the benchmarking initiative, liaise and compare results.
The table below outlines the participation to TRECVID and MediaEval international benchmarking activities. The
first row is the benchmarking activity where partners participated in; the second row is the description of the
benchmarking initiative, the third row lists the MediaMixer role to the activity, and the last row refers to the impact
assessment of the activity.
Table 6: Participation to international benchmarking activities
1

TREC Video Retrieval Evaluation (TRECVID) (Gaithersburg, MD, USA, 20th – 22nd of November)

Description:
The TREC Video Retrieval Evaluation (TRECVID) meetings are an on-going series of workshops focusing on a
list of different information retrieval (IR) research areas in content-based retrieval and exploitation of digital
video. TRECVID is co-sponsored by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and other US
government agencies. Various participating research groups make significant contributions. The goal of the
workshops is to encourage research in content-based video retrieval and analysis by providing large test
collections, realistic system tasks, uniform scoring procedures, and a forum for organizations interested in
comparing their results. TRECVID will evaluate systems on multimedia event detection and multimedia event
recounting, among others.
(http://trecvid.nist.gov/)
MediaMixer Role:
Participation to the SIN, MED, MER tasks
MediaMixer partner CERTH participated to the semantic indexing (SIN), the multimedia event detection (MED)
and to the multimedia event recounting (MER) tasks, in order to evaluate existing techniques and algorithms.
These tasks are basically targeted to advance the state-of-the-art in large-scale video/image retrieval. CERTH
submitted the results, they have been evaluated and they are expected to summarize them in a short paper that
will be presented to the TRECVID meeting on 20th – 22nd of November.
Impact Assessment:
The conference is made up a varied, international group of researchers and developers. TRECVID 2013 will be
composed of more than 50 teams from Europe, the Americas, Asia, and Australia and is expected to be attended
by approximately 400 researchers.
This activity is related mostly to the media fragment and media analysis communities.
2

MediaEval Benchmarking Initiative for Multimedia Evaluation (MediaEval) (Barcelona, Catalunya,
Spain, 18th – 19th October 2013)

MediaEval is a growing benchmarking initiative which attracts participating research groups that are interested in
multimedia analysis and evaluates new algorithms for multimedia access and retrieval, such as social event
detection for social multimedia. MediaEval attracts parties that are interested in multimodal approaches to
multimedia involving e.g. multimedia content analysis music and audio analysis, speech recognition, usercontributed information (tags, tweets), viewer affective response, social networks, temporal and geo-coordinates.
MediaEval organizes many tasks that are generally oriented towards user needs in specific application settings
and, whenever possible, are based on scenarios of use derived from real-world problems.
(http://www.multimediaeval.org/mediaeval2013/)
MediaMixer Role:
Organization of the SED task (see section 3.2.1)
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Impact Assessment:
The event had more than 50 research participating groups; overall, there were 100 participants to the MediaEval
2013 workshop.
This initiative is related mostly to the media fragment and media analysis communities.
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3

Organization of information and demonstration events

Besides the participation to existing events, as outlined in the previous section, MediaMixer organized a number of
events which includes: i) workshops, special sessions, in conferences and, ii) specific tasks or challenges in
international benchmarking activities. More specifically, MediaMixer organized two workshops, a conference
special session, one grand challenge and one task in an international benchmarking activity. In the following
sections we give a detailed report for each event including its impact assessment. At the end we provide a summary
assessment of the event impact. Figure 2 below shows the timeline of the events that MediaMixer organized with
light grey color, whereas the white ones are the events that MediaMixer will be organizing in the future.

Figure 2: MediaMixer organized information and demonstration events and planned organization of
information and demonstration events

3.1

Workshops and Conference Special Sessions

The following organized workshops tried to train developers and researchers, and also to promote other results of
the broader community around MediaMixer. In the following section a summary of the organizing information and
demonstration events of MediaMixer is given.
3.1.1

ICMR 2013

Modelling, detection, and processing of events in Multimedia is an area that has started receiving considerable
attention by the multimedia community and more specifically are of great importance for supporting the subsequent
re-use of social multimedia fragments in multimedia applications, the re-mixing of them, and the development of
novel applications on top of these data. Under these considerations MediaMixer with the effort of CERTH and
EURECOM organized in this conference a Special Session on Social Events in Web Multimedia
(http://impact.utc.edu/icmr2013/sessions.php). Table 7 shows the agenda of the special session.
Table 7: Agenda of the Special Session on Social Events in Web Multimedia
Agenda
Social Event Detection with Robust High-Order Co-Clustering


Bing-Kun Bao (Chinese Academy of Sciences & China-Singapore Institute of Digital Media)



Weiqing Min (Chinese Academy of Sciences & China-Singapore Institute of Digital Media)
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Ke Lu (University of Chinese Academy of Sciences)



Changsheng Xu (Chinese Academy of Sciences & China-Singapore Institute of Digital Media)

Social Events and Social Ties


Javier Paniagua (University of Trento)



Ivan Tankoyeu (University of Trento)



Julian Stöttinger (University of Trento)



Fausto Giunchiglia (University of Trento)

Heterogeneous Features and Model Selection for Event-Based Media Classification


Xueliang Liu (EURECOM)



Benoit Huet (EURECOM)

Jointly Exploiting Visual and Non-Visual Information for Event-Related Social Media Retrieval


Minh-Son Dao (University of Trento)



Giulia Boato (University of Trento)



Francesco G. B. De Natale (University of Trento)



Truc-Vien T. Nguyen (University of Trento)

Automated Social Event Detection in Large Photo Collections


Maia Zaharieva (University of Vienna)



Matthias Zeppelzauer (Vienna University of Technology)



Christian Breiteneder (Vienna University of Technology)

The 3rd ACM International conference on Multimedia Retrieval took place on April 2013 16th-19th in Dallas,
Texas. The conference started with a panel session on the topic of “Recommendation Systems” and whether they
have taken over and made Multimedia Retrieval obsolete. In Figure 3 Benoit Huet (EURECOM), as a panelist used
a second screen example originating from MediaMixer and LinkedTV scenarios to make his point about the
complementarity of the two (RecSys and MMR) in front of an international audience of about 90 researchers. The
panel generated a dynamic discussion with the audience and all converged toward the need for both
Recommendation and Retrieval. ICMR’13 featured the second Special Session on Social Events in Web
Multimedia, organized by MediaMixer and LinkedTV partners CERTH and EURECOM. Five very interesting
papers were presented and showed the diversity of approaches currently being deployed to address social event
classification and detection in web multimedia. The Best Paper Award was given to Liyan Zhang et al. for the work
on “A Unified Framework for Context Assisted Face Clustering” which like a number of papers at ICMR was
highly relevant to some of the objectives of MediaMixer (i.e. retrieving media according to their semantic content).
The number of the papers that were presented in the session was 5 and most of them relevant to MediaMixer
objectives.
Impact assessment summary: Papers 5; Attendees: ~90
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Figure 3: Benoit Huet at the Special Session on Social Events in Web Multimedia
3.1.2

WWW2013

MediaMixer had co-supported the 1st World Wide Web workshop on Linked Media (LiME-2013)
(http://www.linkedtv.eu/event/LiME2013/) together with the EU project LinkedTV at the World Wide Web
Conference (WWW2013). The workshop promoted for the first time to the international Web community the vision
and goals of “Linked Media” by gathering media owner stakeholders and semantic media researchers to exchange
ideas on current research and development work on online media description creation, publication, and processing.
MediaMixer promoted technology for eased publication and re-use of fragments of audiovisual media across the
Web, which can be part of the Linked Media vision. Project co-ordinator Lyndon Nixon was the keynote speaker at
the workshop outlining his goals for making Linked Media a reality. Also during the LiME workshop 7 very
interesting presentations were given (4 papers and 3 demos). Table 8 outlines the agenda of the LiME workshop.
Table 8: Agenda of the 1st World Wide Web workshop on Linked Media
Workshop Agenda
Part 1



Opening



Keynote
The importance of Linked Media to the future Web (Lyndon J B Nixon, STI International)



Enriching Media Fragments with Named Entities for Video Classification (Full Paper)
Yunjia Li, (University of Southampton), Giuseppe Rizzo (EURECOM), Jose Luis
Redondo Garcia (EURECOM), Raphaël Troncy(EURECOM), Mike Wald (University of
Southampton), and Gary Wills (University of Southampton)

Part 2
Short



Coffee Break
Linking inside a video collection – what and how to measure?
Robin Aly1, Roeland J.F. Ordelman1,2, Maria Eskevich3, Gareth J.F. Jones3, Shu Chen3,4
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1 Human Media Interaction, University of Twente, Enschede, The Netherlands

Papers

2 Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision, The Netherlands
3 Centre for Next Generation Localisation, School of Computing, Dublin City University,
Dublin 9, Ireland
4 CLARITY, School of Electronic Engineering, Dublin City University, Dublin 9, Ireland


Using Explicit Discourse Rules to Guide Video Enrichment
Michiel Hildebrand, Lynda Hardman (Centrum voor Wiskunde en Informatica)



Second Screen Interaction: an Approach to Infer TV Watcher’s Interest Using 3D Head
Pose Estimation
Julien Leroy, Francois Rocca, Matei Mancas, Bernard Gosselin (UMONS)

Part 3



Demo’s

The Chrooma+ Approach to Enrich Video Content using HTML5
Philipp Oehme, Michael Krug, Fabian Wiedemann, Martin Gaedke (Department of Computer
Science Chemnitz University of Technology Chemnitz, Germany)



Linking and Visualizing Television Heritage: The EUscreen Virtual Exhibitions and the
Linked Open Data Pilot
Johan Oomen (Nederlands Instituut voor), Vassilis Tzouvaras (National Technical University
of Athens), Kati Hyyppä (Noterik BV)

Part 4
closing



DataConf: Enriching Conference Publications with a Mobile Mashup Application



Lionel Médini, Florian Bâcle, Nguyen Hoang Duy Tan (Université de Lyon)
Soapbox session. All delegates have a chance to pitch ideas, opportunities for
collaboration on joint projects



Wrap up by co-chairs

MediaMixer partners STI and EURECOM participated at various events during the conference week, including
also: 1) The organization of WoLE workshop 2) Presentations during the LiME workshop 3) Presentation during
the demos track and the developers track 4) Presentation during the RAMSS workshop 5) Presentation during the
MSM workshop. The participation to various workshops and tracks to the WWW 2013 gave the opportunity to the
partners to spread and promote further the MediaMixer technology.
Impact assessment summary: Papers 7; Attendees: 20
3.1.3

ICME 2013

MediaMixer organized the 1st International Workshop on Media fragment creation and reMIXing
(MMIX’13) (http://MediaMixer.eu/event/mmix2013/) at the ICME 2013. The workshop took place on the final
day of the conference (19th of July 2013) and tried to mix researchers and practitioners from the different fields that
contribute to the development of technologies and applications for media fragment creation and remixing, with
emphasis both on the presentation of new supporting technologies for the creation and understanding of media
fragments and on novel applications of such technologies. MMIX'13 was attended by 20-25 people, which is very
good for a workshop running in parallel to 8 other workshops or tutorials at ICME. The keynote talk was very
interesting (figure below), as also indicated by the number of questions that were discussed at the end of the talk.
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Figure 4: The MMIX'13 keynote speaker, Prof. Babaguchi, starting his talk
All 6 papers included in the MMIX program (see table below) were presented orally, and the last one also included
an interactive demo that was part of the presentation. The slides of the invited talk and of most paper presentations
were provided to MediaMixer by the presenters, to be included in the public webpage of MMIX'13. Table 9
outlines the detailed agenda of the 1st International Workshop on Media fragment creation and reMIXing.
Table 9: Agenda of the 1st International Workshop on Media fragment creation and reMIXing
Workshop agenda
Room: Valley; Date: 7/19/2013; Time: 09:00–12:00; Workshop Chair(s): Benoit Huet, Vasileios Mezaris,
Lyndon Nixon


Invited Speaker: Prof. Noboru Babaguchi (Osaka University, Japan). Title: Example-Based
Remixing of Multimedia Contents
Coffee Break



Oral Presentations, Discussion & Close
ANALYSIS OF VISUAL SIMILARITY IN NEWS VIDEOS WITH ROBUST AND MEMORYEFFICIENT IMAGE RETRIEVAL David Chen, Peter Vajda, Sam Tsai, Maryam Daneshi, Matt Yu,
Huizhong Chen, Andre Araujo, Bernd Girod
STILL VISUALIZATION OF OBJECT MOTION IN COMPRESSED VIDEO Sayed Hossein
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Khatoonabadi, Ivan Bajic
A FEATURE-ANALYSIS BASED FRAGMENT REMIX INSTRUMENT Max Neupert, Joachim
Gossmann
FAST OBJECT RE-DETECTION AND LOCALIZATION IN VIDEO FOR SPATIO-TEMPORAL
FRAGMENT CREATION Lampis Apostolidis, Vasileios Mezaris, Yiannis Kompatsiaris
TELL ME WHY! AIN'T NOTHIN' BUT A MISTAKE? DESCRIBING MEDIA ITEM DIFFERENCES
WITH MEDIA FRAGMENTS URI AND SPEECH SYNTHESIS Thomas Steiner, Raphaël Troncy
VIDEO CONCEPT DETECTION BY LEARNING FROM WEB IMAGES: A CASE STUDY ON
CROSS DOMAIN LEARNING Shiai Zhu, Ting Yao, Chong-Wah Ngo

Impact assessment summary: Papers 6; Attendees: ~20-25

3.2

International benchmarking activities

MediaMixer supported existing and established new international benchmarking activities in relation to media
fragment annotation and re-use. Two main opportunities for such activities in 2013 had been identified: supporting
a task on the MediaEval 2013 benchmarking initiative, and holding a MediaMixer Grand Challenge as part of
ACM Multimedia 2013.
3.2.1

MediaEval 2013

MediaMixer partners CERTH and EURECOM co-organized the Social Event Detection Task
(http://www.multimediaeval.org/ mediaeval2013/sed2013/) with three EU projects the SocialSensor, the Chorus+
and the LinkedTV. The Social Event Detection (SED) task of MediaEval 2013 required researchers in the areas of
information retrieval, multimedia content analysis, social media analysis, event detection and event-based
multimedia indexing to discover social events and organize the related media items in event-specific clusters,
within a collection of Web multimedia. Social events are events that are planned by people, attended by people and
for which the social multimedia are also captured by people. The dataset, the challenges and the evaluation
methodology are mentioned in the paper entitled: Social Event Detection at MediaEval 2013: Challenges, Datasets,
and Evaluation, which is published in the MediaEval workshop proceedings. Some information on the SED
challenge can also be found at http://www.multimediaeval.org/ mediaeval2013/sed2013/. 22 teams from all over
the world registered for the task and 11 of them crossed the finish line, submitting their results. The results were
evaluated and then were presented in the MediaEval 2013 workshop on the 18 th and 19th of October. The SED task
organizers were: Raphaël Troncy, EURECOM, France, Vasileios Mezaris, CERTH-ITI, Greece, Philipp Cimiano,
Bielefeld University, Germany, Timo Reuter, Bielefeld University, Germany, Shlomo Geva, Queensland Univ. of
Technology, Australia, Symeon Papadopoulos, CERTH-ITI, Greece. Task auxiliaries: Christopher de Vries,
Queensland Univ. of Technology, Australia. Table 10 shows the 12 (including the overview paper) Social Event
Detection papers.
Table 10: Social Event Detection Papers
Social Event Detection papers
Overview Paper


Social Event Detection at MediaEval 2013: Challenges, Datasets, and Evaluation
(Timo Reuter, Symeon Papadopoulos, Giorgos Petkos, Vasileios Mezaris, Yiannis Kompatsiaris, Philipp
Cimiano, Christopher de Vries, Shlomo Geva)
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Working notes papers:


A Data-Driven Approach for Social Event Detection (Dimitrios Rafailidis, Theodoros Semertzidis,
Michalis Lazaridis, Michael G. Strintzis, Petros Daras)



Social Event Detection Via Sparse Multi-modal Feature Selection and Incremental Density Based
Clustering (Sina Samangooei, Jonathon Hare, David Dupplaw, Mahesan Niranjan, Nicholas Gibbins,
Paul Lewis, Jamie Davies, Neha Jain, John Preston)



CERTH @ MediaEval 2013 Social Event Detection Task (Manos Schinas, Eleni Mantziou, Symeon
Papadopoulos, Georgios Petkos, Yiannis Kompatsiaris)



UPC at MediaEval 2013 Social Event Detection Task (Daniel Manchon-Vizuete, Xavier Giro-I-Nieto)



Event Clustering and Classification from Social Media: Watershed-based and Kernel Methods
(Truc-Vien T. Nguyen, Minh-Son Dao, Riccardo Mattivi, Emanuele Sansone, Francesco G.B De Natale,
Giulia Boato)



Unsupervised Clustering of Social Events (Matthias Zeppelzauer, Maia Zaharieva, Manfred Del Fabro)



ADMRG @ MediaEval 2013 Social Event Detection (Taufik Sutanto, Richi Nayak)



Supervised Clustering of Social Media Streams (Martin Wistuba, Lars Schmidt-Thieme)



A Similarity-based Chinese Restaurant Process for Social Event Detection (Athanasios
Papaoikonomou, Konstantinos Tserpes, Magdalini Kardara, Theodora Varvarigou)



VIT@MediaEval 2013 Social Event Detection Task: Semantic Structuring of Complementary
Information for Clustering Events (Itika Gupta, Kshitij Gautam, Krishna Chandramouli)
MediaEval 2013: Social Event Detection, Retrieval and Classification in Collaborative Photo
Collections (Markus Brenner, Ebroul Izquierdo)

Impact assessment summary: Papers 12; Attendees: ~100
3.2.2

ACM Multimedia 2013

The Multimedia Grand Challenge was first presented as part of ACM Multimedia 2009 and has established itself as
a prestigious competition in the multimedia community. The grand challenge program consists of 6 different grand
challenge solutions (presented in 14 papers) and attended by more than 450 participants. MediaMixer partners
CERTH and JSI co-organized as part of the ACM Multimedia 2013 Grand Challenge program the
MediaMixer/VideoLectures.NET - Temporal Segmentation and Annotation Grand Challenge
(http://acmmm13.org/submissions/call-for-multimedia-grand-challenge-solutions/MediaMixervideolectures-netgrand-challenge/). VideoLectures.NET (which is an award-winning service of the MediaMixer partner institution
JSI) mostly hosts lectures 1 to 1.5h long linked with slides and enriched with metadata and additional textual
contents. As a response to our MediaMixer/VideoLectures.NET Grand Challenge, 2 papers were accepted and were
presented to the multimedia community in the Multimedia Grand Challenge plenary session on the fourth day of
the conference (24th of October). These papers are titled: “Multi-factor Segmentation for Topic Visualization and
Recommendation: the MUST-VIS System” and “Lecture Video Segmentation by Automatically Analyzing the
Synchronized Slides”. The detailed program of the conference can be found at http://acmmm13.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/10/ACM-MM-2013_final-v2.pdf. Also apart from CERTH, JSI and EURECOM also UdL
and STI attended the event by using the free registrations from the sponsorship.
Impact assessment summary: Papers 14; Attendees: ~450
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4

Organization of training events

This section stamps our organization of training events for the industry and the scientific community. Training of
both academia and industry members is an important factor for promoting the MediaMixer vision and the uptake of
the related technologies. This section comprises of: a) the report on invited talks, including invited talks in related
high-profile conferences and workshops , as well as talks given to industrial partners as part of bilateral
arrangements and b) the report of the organized 1st MediaMixer Winter School for members (mostly graduate
students and researchers) that can combine delivering in-depth lectures with giving to its participants the possibility
for gaining hands-on experience on the use of media fragment annotation and re-use technologies, and of the
effectiveness, privacy etc. issues that may arise. In the following sections we give a detailed report for each
organized training event including its impact assessment. At the end we provide a summary assessment of the event
impact. Figure 5 below depicts the timeline of the training events that MediaMixer organized with light grey color,
whereas the white one is the organization of the 1st Winter School on Multimedia Processing and Applications.

Figure 5: MediaMixer organized training events and planned organization of the MediaMixer winter school

4.1

Scientific community-oriented invited talks

All invited talks were (co)-organized or supported by MediaMixer, as listed below, aimed to bring together many
people with aligned interests and common objectives and highlight the most recent developments in the area of
media fragment creation and re-use, and in other closely-related areas.
4.1.1

1st World Wide Web workshop on Linked Media (LiME-2013) at WWW 2013

The 1st World Wide Web workshop on Linked Media (LiME-2013), as mentioned in Section 3.1.2, promoted
the principles of Linked Media on the Web. Project co-ordinator Lyndon Nixon held a keynote talk (Figure 6) at
the workshop entitled: “The importance of Linked Media to the future Web” (http://www2013.org/companion/
p455.pdf) and tried to introduce a set of novel application domains that will benefit from broad understanding and
acceptance of Linked Media standards. He also provided an overview of current practices and specification efforts
in the domain of video and Web content integration, drawing from the MediaMixer project. The keynote slides can
be seen at http://www.slideshare.net/linkedtv/www-linked-media-keynote.
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Figure 6: Lyndon Nixon at the LiME workshop
Impact assessment summary: Papers 7; Attendees at the LiME workshop: 20
4.1.2

10th Summer School on Ontology Engineering and the Semantic Web (SSSW 2013)

EURECOM with Dr Raphaël Troncy gave a one hour lecture to the 10th Summer School on Ontology Engineering
and the Semantic Web. The invited lecture (from 9 in total) entitled “Semantics at the multimedia fragment level or
how enabling the remixing of online media” (see also the slides at http://www.slideshare.net/troncy/semantics-atthe-multimedia-fragment-level-sssw-2013 or at http://sssw.org/2013/learning-resources/) presented in details the
new possibilities offered by the Media Fragment URI specification and how one can now semantically annotate
fragments of multimedia content. The talk also emphasized the role of named entities in semantic annotations, and
in particular, the possibilities offered by the NERD platform. The presentation showed early works in combining
naively multiple named entity extractors which turns out to be a failure in international benchmarks before learning
how to effectively combine those extractors on top on a strong baseline providing much better results, sometimes
outperforming the state of the art. To ensure a high ratio between tutors and students the school was limited to 50
participants.
Impact assessment summary: Invited talks and/or papers: 9; Attendees at the MediaMixer presentation: 50
4.1.3

1st International Workshop on Semantic Music and Media (SMAM2013) at ISWC 2013

The 1st International Workshop on Semantic Music and Media workshop at ISWC 2013 provided a forum to
explore and promote the applications of Semantic Web Technologies in the domain of music and time-based
media. The keynote was given at the SMAM 2013 was: “Deep-linking into Media Assets at the Fragment Level:
Specification, Model and Applications” (the program of the workshop can be found at
http://semanticmedia.org.uk/smam2013/). In this talk, Dr Raphaël Troncy presented the Media Fragment URI
specification, a recent W3C recommendation that enables to uniquely identifying sub-parts of media assets in the
same way that the fragment identifier in the URI can refer to a part of an HTML or XML document. Then he
described models and ontologies that were illustrated with several real world applications using semantic
annotations attached to media fragments in the music and the TV domains. Those applications were developed in
the context of the European projects LinkedTV and MediaMixer and the French project WAVE.
Impact assessment summary: Invited talks and/or papers: 5; Attendees at the MediaMixer invited talk: 30
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4.1.4

NLP&DBpedia workshop at ISWC 2013

The NLP&DBpedia workshop within the timeframe, hoped to mobilize a community of stakeholders from the
Semantic Web area. The keynote talk given at the NLP&DBpedia workshop was: “NERD: an open source platform
for extracting and disambiguating named entities in very diverse documents” (the program of the workshop is
available at http://nlp-dbpedia2013.blogs.aksw.org/program/). In this talk, Dr Raphaël Troncy described NERD, an
open source platform for extracting and disambiguating named entities in textual documents and finally presented
some applications (including MediaMixer application) in which named entities are pivotal for structuring and
enriching multimedia content.
Impact assessment summary: Invited talks and/or papers: 7; Attendees at the MediaMixer invited talk: 40

4.2

Industry-oriented invited talks

4.2.1

Metadata Developer Network Workshop 2013

MediaMixer was presented at the Metadata Developer Network Workshop, organized by the European
Broadcasters Union on the second day of the workshop (the program for the MDN workshop can be downloaded
here: http://tech.ebu.ch/docs/events/metadata13/mdn13_programme.pdf). The invited talk “MediaMixer:
facilitating media fragments mixing and its rights management using semantic technologies” (slides available here:
http://www.slideshare.net/rogargon/media-mixer-ebumdn13) was given by Roberto García González of the
University of Lleida and focused on a typical MediaMixer demo that involved fragmenting media assets,
annotating them using semantic descriptions and exposing these descriptions to customers, for fragment level
search and selection. Consequently, media fragments linked to rights information based on a copyright ontology,
which integrated licenses, policies and rights expressions based on existing standards like DDEX, ODRL or
MPEG-21.
Impact assessment summary: Invited talks and/or papers: 11; Attendees at the MediaMixer presentation: 25
4.2.2

FOCAL Metadata Event at Annual Footage Training Week 2013

FOCAL, the Federation of Commercial Audiovisual Libraries held a conference on “Metadata and why it is
important” on July, in London (see the program of the conference here: http://www.focalint.org/archive/event/210
/metadata-and-why-it-is-important-conference). The conference examined the value of metadata in the media
workflow and the importance of considering metadata from the very beginning. “What you shoot today is in the
archive tomorrow”.
In the “New Developments” session, MediaMixer partner Martin Dow of ACUITY Unlimited introduced what
“web semantics” referred to, and highlighted recent achievements in institutional archival practices through
engineering with the web architecture, and how the properties of the web might help realise scale and reuse particularly through the property of enabling cooperation without coordination, the separation of concerns for
metadata acquisition, preservation and reuse.
The MediaMixer project and media technology coverage was introduced and more specifically Martin Dow
mentioned about the:


Media fragment URIs that can make individual media assets more valuable and flexibly re-usable by
allowing different software systems to refer to specific spatial and temporal parts in an agreed manner;



Media analysis technology that can help companies automatically identify the relevant spatial and
temporal fragments and classify the objects and events perceived in those fragments (see our demo);



Semantic media annotation that provides a rich association of high level concepts (persons, places,
objects, events) to media fragments and the use of additional Web knowledge (ontologies) to answer
complex, conceptual queries with relevant media fragments (e.g. “shots of US Presidents meeting with
African leaders”).
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Along with the MediaMixer project and the media technology coverage, Martin Dow invited to join the community
of the project so as to foster good practices and outcomes for putting web standards to use with commerciallytraded archival materials. The talk seemed on the whole well-received - various attendees commented that they
wished to find out more.
The conference attracted FOCAL professionals: archive owners, managers, technical staff and archive
researchers/archive producers. Some, for example from major broadcast archives, were already familiar with
semantic web concepts, whilst for others the concepts were of interest but the practice still seemed quite distant
from tape- and file- based day-to-day environments.
4.2.3

Media 3.0 2013

The event had approximately up to 60 attendees with 6 presentations and covered semantic and multimedia
technologies. One MediaMixer use case focuses on the need of newsroom editors to easily and quickly find and reuse news video fragments relating to a news item within the news programme production process. CONDAT,
developer of software solutions for European broadcasters, is working in the project on a use case and demonstrator
for the Re-use of Video Materials in the Broadcast Newsroom. So in order to spread this innovative solution to
news production Sacha Weinberg from CONDAT and Annette Gritzan from Annova Systems gave an invited talk
to the conference and presented the “OpenMedia SmartSearch – Semantik von Media Fragments in modernen
Newsroom-Systemen” under the topic Convergence@Work. Annova is one of the leading newsroom system
providers in Europe. The conference languages were German and English with a synchronous translation of the
German talks for the English participants.
Impact assessment summary: Invited talks and/or papers: 6; Attendees: 60
4.2.4

Innovations forum semantic media web

MediaMixer presented their use case during the event “Semantic Media Web Innovationsforum” in Berlin,
Germany and under the session “Multimedia-Archive” (see the program of the conference here: http://semanticmedia-web.de/programm/programm_fachtagung_2013/). In this talk, entitled “Wiederverwendung von
Medienfragmenten für den Newsroom im EU-FP7 Projekt MediaMixer”, Rolf Fricke from CONDAT showed, in
front of approximately 180 attendees, how MediaMixer technologies can be applied in supporting TV newsrooms
in the near time insertion of related media content into news stories, making use of innovations in Media Fragment
annotation and retrieval. The English summary and slides from the presentation of Rolf Fricke are available at:
http://www.semantic-media-web.de/innovationsforum/report_fachtagung_2013/.
Impact assessment summary: Invited talks and/or papers: 32; Attendees: 180
4.2.5

Semantic Technology and Business Conference NYC 2013

One of the biggest barriers for the uptake of a Web of Media is the availability of easy ways to reuse media
fragments and manage their copyright. Existing proposals provide limited solutions or find it difficult to scale to the
Web. The 2013 New York edition had an attendance of between 50 and 100 people and MediaMixer with Dr.
Roberto García González (UdL) was present, showing one of the demos developed as part of the project and a
presentation that introduced MediaMixer technologies and their potential to make Linked Data the key for Webscale media fragments re-use and copyright management. The typical MediaMixer demo that was presented
involved: 1) Fragmenting media assets 2) Annotating them using semantic descriptions 3) Modeling licenses,
policies, using the Copyright Ontology 4) Exposing them for fragment level retrieval and re-use, including
copyright reasoning.
The title of the invited talk that Dr. Roberto García González (UdL) gave was: “Linked Data: the Entry Point for
Worldwide Media Fragments Re-use and Copyright Management?” (slides for the presentation available at:
http://www.slideshare.net/rogargon/sem-technyc-linkeddataformediafragmentmanagement). The invited talk was
given on the first day of the Technology and Business Conference NYC 2013 (the agenda of the conference can be
downloaded at http://semtechbiznyc2013.semanticweb.com/agenda.cfm?pgid=1).
Impact assessment summary: Invited talks and/or papers: 27; Attendees the MediaMixer presentation: 20
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4.2.6

Digital Asset Management Conference (DAM 2013)

MediaMixer was Sponsor to the Digital Asset Management conference in NYC and Dr. Roberto García González
(UdL) participated as invited speaker. Dr. Roberto García González (UdL) had the idea to present MediaMixer
technologies, a demo with a use case scenario and the community. The attendance to the workshop was about 15
people, mainly people responsible for managing digital assets for different companies to DAM vendors. Assistants
were especially interested in the copyright management tools contributed by MediaMixer as copyright is perceived
as one of the main issues of DAM.
The agenda of the conference can be seen at http://createasphere.com/event/schedule/digital-asset-managementconference-new-york and the slides of the presentation entitled: “MediaMixer” can be found at
http://www.slideshare.net/rogargon/damny-media-mixer.
Impact assessment summary: Invited talks and/or papers: 25; Attendees at the MediaMixer presentation: 15

4.3

1st Winter School on Multimedia Processing and Applications (WMPA)

The winter school event aims at offering participants from all over the world – both PhD/MSc students or young
researchers - training on the latest technological developments in the area of multimedia processing and of
emerging multimedia applications. The school will combine delivering in-depth lectures with giving to its
participants the possibility for gaining hands-on experience on the use of new multimedia processing techniques
(e.g. media fragment annotation and re-use technologies), and on the effectiveness, privacy etc. issues that may
arise. The latest R&D in EU funded projects and latest insights from experts in the industry domains which stand to
benefit from these new technologies will help students to appreciate the state of the art and future chances for
industry adoption.
MediaMixer partners have already:


identified the key topics that should be addressed as part of the school



identified a major established event that the school should be co-located with, to maximize its visibility



established the school’s agenda and speakers, selecting speakers both from within the MediaMixer
consortium and inviting external keynote speakers



set up the schools webpage containing information about the agenda, the invited speakers and the venue



disseminated the call for participation (and continue to do so)

The following sections handles a brief description of the lecture topics, the winter school agenda, the list with the
invited lecturers, for the training event, the Webpage of the winter school and dissemination of the call for
participation and finally the further distribution of the training materials and lectures of the winter school.
4.3.1

Winter School key topics and co-location

The topics that will be addressed in the winter school includes: 1) to understand the emerging media technology
landscape, 2) to learn about fragmenting and annotating multimedia, 3) to experience working with Media
Fragment URIs, 4) to discover how semantics can power a new generation of online digital rights management
solutions, 5) to understand on how media mixing will apply to the Sensor Web, 6) to hear about the latest R&D for
audiovisual archives, 7) to understand how media technology is changing TV broadcasting, 8) to learn about the
challenges of content preservation in the multimedia age, and 9) to see the application of media technology for an
e-learning mashup.
The MediaMixer winter school (WMPA 2014) has been decided to take place on January 6 th -8th, 2014 and it will
be co-located and closely connected with the 20th anniversary edition of the International Conference on
MultiMedia Modeling 2014 (MMM 2014) (http://mmm2014.org/). Both WMPA'14 and MMM'14 will be held at
the Guinness Storehouse, located in Dublin, Ireland. By co-locate the winter school with such a major scientific
event, MediaMixer will have the chance to spread its technologies and promote the idea of the project to even more
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multimedia communities. The school will also support the close interaction between the students and all
participants of the MMM'14 conference; among other possibilities, all school's students will have the chance to
bring a poster describing their current research work and present it in a joint winter school – MMM'14 poster
session. Finally, a prize award will be given to the best poster.
4.3.2

Winter School agenda

The table below outlines the agenda for the winter school. We decided the school’s duration to be three days, in
order to make it more attractive to the attendees of the co-located MMM 2014 event.
Table 11: WMPA 2014 agenda
1st Winter School on Multimedia Processing and Applications (WMPA) agenda
Monday, January 6
9:30 – 10:30

Welcome; What is Media Mixing? (Lyndon Nixon, STI. Project co-ordinator of MediaMixer and
scientific co-ordinator of LinkedTV)

10:30 – 11:00

Break

11:00 – 11:45

Teaser session (each student presents one slide on his work)

11:45 – 13:00

Media fragmentation and annotation technologies (Vasileios Mezaris, CERTH)

13:00 – 14:00

Lunch break

14:00 – 15:15

Semantic multimedia remixing (Benoit Huet and Raphaël Troncy, EURECOM)

15:15 – 15:45

Break

15:45 – 17:00

Semantic technologies for copyright management (Roberto García, Universitat de Lleida)

17:00 – 17:45

Building a linked data based content discovery service for the RTÉ Archives (Sandra Collins,
Royal Irish Academy and Bríd Dooley, RTÉ)

Evening

School social dinner - venue to be announced

Tuesday, January 7
9:30 – 11:00

Keynote – “The Sensor Web: New Opportunities for Media-Mixing” (Noel O'Connor, Dublin City
University)

11:00 – 11:30

Break

11:30 – 13:00

Opening up audiovisual archives for media professionals and researchers (Tinne Tuytelaars, KU
Leuven and project co-ordinator, AXES)

13:00 – 14:00

Lunch break

14:00 – 14:45

Media Mixing in the broadcast TV industry (Bettina Heidkamp-Tchegloff, Rundfunk BerlinBrandenburg and project co-ordinator, HBB-NEXT)

14:45 – 15:30

Content preservation in the multimedia era (Claudia Niederée, L3S Research Center and project
co-ordinator, ForgetIT)

15:30 – 16:00

Break

16:00 – 16:45

Semantic VideoLectures.NET: Media fragments and learning materials re-use (Mitja Jermol, Jozef
Stefan Institute)

Evening

Students join the public demo session of the Video Browser Showdown and MMM 2014 Welcome
Reception

Wednesday, January 8
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Afternoon

Student poster session during MMM 2014 - prize to be awarded to best poster

Afternoon

Closing of the winter school

4.3.3

Invited lecturers to the winter school

Experts from diverse multimedia domains were invited in the winter school to give lectures on the areas of video
fragmentation and annotation technologies, semantic multimedia remixing, social media analysis technologies,
semantic technologies for digital rights management, media fragments analysis, TV industry-audiovisual archiveand e-learning applications, multimedia preservation and the Sensor web. Table 11 below refers to the list of the
invited lecturers.
Table 12: Invited lecturers list
Invited lecturers
Sandra Collins, Digital Repository of Ireland
Dr. Sandra Collins, among others, is the Director of the Digital Repository of Ireland (DRI) and she has 10 years
experience in the telecommunications industry.
Bríd Dooley, RTÉ Archives
Ms Bríd Dooley is an audiovisual archives media professional with over 20 years experience in the broadcasting
industry.
Roberto García González, Universitat de Lleida
Dr Roberto García González is an associate professor at the Universitat de Lleida (UdL). He has experience in
Semantic Web approach to Digital Rights Management.
Bettina Heidkamp-Tchegloff, RBB
Ms Bettina Heidkamp-Tchegloff is Consortium Leader of HBB-NEXT and monitors RBB's activities in the EC
co-funded projects 3D Vivant, Linked TV and FI-CONTENT2.
Benoit Huet, EURECOM
Dr. Benoit Huet is an associate professor in the multimedia information processing group of EURECOM
(EURECOM, France). His research interests include large scale multimedia data mining and indexing, contentbased retrieval, semantic labelling and annotation of multimedia content, multimodal fusion, and pattern
recognition.
Mitja Jermol, JSI
Dr. Mitja Jermol is head of the Centre for knowledge Transfer at JSI working in the area of e‐learning and
dissemination and promotion of research results.
Vasileios Mezaris, Institute / Centre for Research and Technology Hellas
Dr. Vasileios Mezaris is a senior researcher (researcher B) with ITI/CERTH. His research includes image and
video analysis, event detection in multimedia, machine learning for multimedia analysis, content-based and
semantic image and video retrieval, medical image analysis.
Claudia Niederée, L3S Research Center
Dr Claudia Niederée is a research group leader at the L3S Research Center. She has been the R&D manager of
the IP, LivingKnowledge and GLOCAL projects. She is the Coordinator of the ForgetIT EU project, which
develops intelligent solutions for personal and organizational preservation.
Lyndon Nixon, STI International
Dr. Lyndon J B Nixon is a senior researcher in the New Media Technology Group at MODUL University
Vienna. He is the project coordinator of the MediaMixer project, scientific coordinator of LinkedTV EU project,
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project leader of ConnectME, and partner in ExperiMEDIA project.
Noel O'Connor, Dublin City University
Prof. Noel O'Connor is an associate professor in the School of Electronic Engineering at DCU and a Principal
Investigator (PI) in CLARITY, with responsibility for RP4: Contextual Content Analysis. His research includes
multi-modal content analysis leveraging mutually complementary sensor data sources, for applications in sports,
ambient assisted living, digital media, gaming and environmental monitoring.
Raphaël Troncy, EURECOM
Dr. Raphaël Troncy is an assistant professor in the EURECOM Institute leading the Multimedia Semantics
group. He is also co-chair of the W3C Media Fragments Working Group and W3C Incubator Group on
Multimedia Semantics. He is an expert in audio visual metadata and in combining existing metadata standards
(such as MPEG-7) with current Semantic Web technologies. He is also the primary investigator of ACAV,
DataLift, WAVE and Petamedia, LinkedTV, MediaMixer, CIP PSP Apps4Europe, and AAL ALIAS projects
where semantic web and multimedia analysis technologies are used together.
Tinne Tuytelaars, KUL
Prof. Tinne Tuytelaars is a professor at KUL's Electrotechnical Department. Her research includes computer
vision, object recognition, and multimodal analysis. In 2009, she was awarded an ERC Starting Independent
Researcher Grant. She is the scientific coordinator of the European project AXES, looking into novel ways to
provide access to audiovisual archives.

4.3.4

Webpage of the winter school and dissemination of the call for participation

MediaMixer has already set up the schools webpage (available at http://winterschool.mediamixer.eu/) containing
information about the agenda, the speakers and the venue, also an online pre-registration facility was available until
the registration for the MMM 2014 opened. The registration of the winter school is now open and will be handled
by the MMM 2014 conference page at http://mmm2014.org/registration/. Figure 7 depicts the winter schools
website. MediaMixer partners have also disseminated, and continue to do so, the call for participation to
multimedia communities, groups and organizations.
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Figure 7: WMPA 2014 website
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4.3.5

Further distribution of the training materials and lectures of the winter school

VideoLectures.NET is an award-winning free and open access educational video lectures repository. The lectures
hosted in VideoLectures are given by distinguished scholars and scientists at the most important and prominent
events such as conferences, summer schools, workshops and science promotional events from many fields of
Science. All lectures, accompanying documents, information and links are then systematically selected and
classified through the editorial process. VideoLectures.NET and its parent institution MediaMixer partner JSI, will
cover all winter school lectures and host the resulting video recordings, so as to promote the MediaMixer idea,
knowledge and technology not only to the attendees of winter school but also to the broader scientific community
and the general public.

4.4

Further planning for the organization of invited talks in industry events

The ten invited talks outlined above are just an indicative set of talks that have been scheduled and planned so far.
For the aforementioned talks 5 out of 10 were given in industry-oriented events and 1 in a mix of scientific,
industry and standard–oriented event.
The events listed below might serve as fora for organizing more invited talks for the industry communities:


Archiving Tomorrow 2013 (Media Professionals Innovation Event with KES International and FOCAL
International, Nov. 2013, Media City UK)



IDCC 2014 (Int. Digital Curation Conf., San Francisco, USA, Feb. 2014)



TV Connect (formerly IPTV and World Forum; Olympia, London, March 2014)



ICMR Industry Day (Int. Conf. on Multimedia Retrieval, Glasgow, April 2014)

The above events do not represent an exhaustive list of the talks that MediaMixer partners will give, throughout the
project, to the industry community; they are also working on organizing invited talks in additional events both to
industry and to scientific communities. Through connection with industry bodies such as FOCAL and FIAT-IFTA,
partners anticipate further opportunities for dissemination and exchange with industry professionals, and a greater
emphasis may be placed on demonstration. Opportunities for additional local industry connections will be
leveraged, across the semantic web and digital media fields. Attendance will be also motivated, primarily, by the
presence of key industry players, such as national broadcasters, major vendors, or businesses known to be
innovating at the intersection of web standards and audiovisual content. Further consideration will be given to such
meetings that concern the current changes within the field of copyright and management of digital rights, including
utilization of open access models, as it is anticipated that MediaMixer both responds to and factors in such current
and future changes in regulatory conditions, and their technical ramifications, into its outputs.
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5

Conclusion

The focus of this deliverable was to report our participation to and organization of activities for the dissemination
of MediaMixer technology and results. An effective effort was made in order to drive in a successful promotion of
MediaMixer. In Sections 2 to 4 of the present document we reported in detail on our participation in different types
of events and different levels of involvement of MediaMixer. Figure 8 gives a pictorial summary of the events that
MediaMixer participated or organized, throughout the timeline of the project with light grey color, whereas the
white ones are the events that MediaMixer will be participating and organizing in the future.

Figure 8: Total number of participated to and organized of events and planned participation to and
organization of events by MediaMixer partners
Finally, MediaMixer achieved participation in 31 conferences with 7 of them being the premier conferences in
multimedia technologies, organized 10 invited talks both in scientific and industry communities and is in progress
of organizing the 1st Winter School on Multimedia Processing and Applications (WMPA). The MediaMixer vision
was spread among approximately 2000 participants that attended the presentations of the project and even more by
dissemination through the partners who participated in the events. Also the MediaMixer winter school event was
disseminated through social media in many groups and in total within more than 20,000 members in relative
multimedia technologies, and through projects and other mailing lists within more than 10,000 members in total.
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